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March 7,1979
UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM!sSION
SECY-79-163

CONSENT CALENDAR ITEM
For: The Ccemission

tx
. c. W. ecutive Director for u,gerations /c p_

i n cu :

L//
Frem: Daniel J. Donoghue, Director

Office of Administration

Subject: REVISICN CF 10 CFR 2.802, PETITION FCR RULE MAKING

Purcose: To obtain Commission approval of the publication in effective
form of 10 CFR 2.302, Petition- for rule making.

Catecory: This paper covers a routine matter requiring Ccmission
consideration.

Discussion: Cn April 28, 1978, the Comission published in the Federal
Register proposed amendments to its " Rules of Practice"
regarding the filing and processing of petitions for rule
making. The amendments would require the petitiener to include
a statement in support of the petition which shall set forth
the specific issues involvec, the petitioner's views or
arguments with respect to those issues, relevant technical,
scientific, or other data involved which is reasonably avail-
able to the petitioner, and such information as the petitioner
deems necessary to support the action sought. Other independent
regulatory agencies (CAB, FTC, FPC, FCC, SEC, FAA) require
petitioners for rule making to provide similar information.

The proposed rule also added language stating (a) that a
proscective petitioner is encouraged to confer with the staff
prior to the filing of a petition for rule making and (:)
that questions regarding a;;plicable NRC regulations scugnt
to be amended, crocedures for filing a petition for rule
making, or requests for a meeting with the apprceriate NRC
staff to discuss a petition for rule making should be addressed
to the Division of Rules and Records, Office of Administration.

Four letters of cement were received en the proposed rule.
Three of the cenTnenters supportad the precosed amendments. A

fourth cementer, Public Citi:en Litigation Grcuo (Public
Citizen) agreed that petitions are more useful and likely to be
adcoted if.they are well su;: ported and well presented.
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Public Citizen, however, expressed some reservations about
the proposed rule and offered a number of changes to the
proposed rule which are discussed in the statement of
considerations of the attached rule.

The thrust of several of Public Citizen's comments was a
concern that the st? f, in rendering assistance on the filingf

of petitions, might abuse its discretion by encouraging unde-
sired modifications of the substance of a petition and that
such assistance combined with the power to reject a petition
as inadequately presented, could have the effect of deterring
prospective petitioners.

The staff does not consider this general concern to be a valid
comment on the proposed procedures set out in the proposed
revision of 5 2.802. The staff will assist a petitioner with
respect to the procedural requirements of 12.802, if the
petitioner requests such assistance. This assistance will be
rendered in an objective manner. The staff will not require
modifications of the substance of a petition.

The staff recognizes that the new procedure must be adninistered
in a manner that does not detract from the right accorded
interested persons by the Administrative Procedure Act to
petition for the issuance, amendment, or repeal of a rule. In
addition to following the procedures for improving the processing
of petitions, as set out in SECY-77-526, the staff intends to
exercise its " completeness review" in a liberal manner and will
not arbitrarily reject a petition as inadequately presented.
In those cases where information is not " reasonably available"
to the petitioner, substantial expenditure of staff resources
may still be required to dispose of the petition.

Public Citizen also is concerned that the Commission may require
a petitioner not only to highlight the existence of a problem,
but also to propose a definite solution. The staff agrees
with the commenter that a petitioner should not be required to
furnish detailed provisions, numarical standards, or a
precise rule, designed to solve the problems whicn a petitioner
has documented. A sentence is included in the statement of
considerations of the rule that "Although a petitioner may high-
light the existence of a problem and suggest the general direction
of a possible solution, the Cocnission's staff will be responsible
for the development of a proposed rule if the staff study indicates
a need for amendment of NRC regulations."
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Public Citizen also questioned the proposed provision of f 2.802.
(c)(2) that each petition shall state clearly and concisely
the petitioner's grounds or interest in the action requested.
Public Citizen states that it would be dismayed if the NRC
intended to impcse judicial standards of standing to filing
a petition for rule making as it has chosen to do for interven-
tion in nuclear export licensing proceedings.

Pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, as amended, the

right to petition must be accorded to any " interested persons."
The Commission has always construed these terms broadly in
accepting petitions for rule making, and has no intention of
rejecting a petition for rule making solely on the ground
that a petitioner has not alleged an injury in fact of the same
character that would be necessary for standing in a licensing
proceeding.

Public Citizen proposes a number of formal procedural steps
for the processing of petiticns, including time limitations for
the determination of petitions. The staff has concluded that
it is impracticable to incorporate such procedures into the
text of 5 2.802. In many respects the procedure would be
wasteful of the Commission's time. Internal procedures have
been established whereby the staff initially reviews peti''ans,
establishes priorities in processing petitions, and initiates
necessary studies. In addition, the time required tc process
a petition is dependent upon staff availability and the priority
of other work assignments. The Commission is informed on a
semi-annual basis of the status of each petition. Many petitions
are complex from a technical or legal view, and it is more
efficient for the staff to make the iaitial evaluation and to
recommend a course of action rather then for the Commission to

~

process petitions initially and direct the staff with respect
to disposition of the petition. The fact that the staff
processes the petition initially does not mean that the Ccmmission
isn't ultimately responsible for action on the petition. The
text of the rule set fcrth in Enclosure "A" is identical with
the text of the proposed an.endments published on April 28, 1978.

Recommendation: The Commission:

Accrove the notice of rule making set forth in Enclosure "A"
wnich amends 10 CFR 2.802.

Note the amendments in Enclosure "A" beccme effective 30 days
af ter publication in the Federal Register.

Note the House Ccamittee on Interior and Insular Affairs, the
Senate Committee on Environment and Puolic Works, and the House
Comnittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce will be notified.

gyj 027
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Coordination: The Offices of Standards Development and Policy Evaluation
concur in the recommendation of this paper. The Office
of Executive Legal Director and the Office of the General
Counsel have r.o legal objection. The Office of Public
Affairs concurs that a public ar.nouncement will not be
issued.

Sunshine Act: Recommend affirmation at an open meeting.

-.

.- . r .- .,

*

) . Nh~.C< ~%

~

Daniel J. Donoghue, Director
Office of Administration

Enclosure:
"A" - Notice of Rule Making

NOTE: Commission comments or consent should be provided directly to
the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Tuesday, March 20, 1979.

Ccmmission staff office comments, if any, should be submitted to
the Commissioners NLT March 14, 1979 , with an information copy
to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper is of such a nature
that it requires additional time for analytical review and
comment, the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised
of when comments may be expected.

This paper is tentatively scheduled for affirmation at an Open Meeting
during the Week of March 26, 1979. Please refer to the appropriate
Weekly Commissien Schedulc, when published, for a specific date ano
time.

DISTRIBUTICN
Ccomi ssioners
Commission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operaticns
ACRS

Secretariat
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Title 10 - Energy

CHATTER I - NUCLEAR REGULATORY CONNISSION

PART 2 - RULES OF PRACTICE FOR COMESTIC
LICENSING PROCEEDINGS

Petitions for Rule Making

AGENCY: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ACTION: Final Rule

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is issuing amendments to its

" Rules of Practice" regarding the filing and processing of petitions for

rule making. The amendments require tne petitioner to include a statement

in support of the petition setting forth the specific issues involved,

the petitioner's views regarding those issues, and relevant technical,

scientific, or other data involved which is reasolably available to the

petitioner. The amendments will facilitate the processing of petitiens for

rule making.

EFFECTIVE DATE: These amendments become effective on

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Gerald L. Hutton
Division of Rules and Records
Office of Adninistration
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission
Washington, CC 20555
TEL: (301-492-7C86)

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATICN: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission published a

notice of proposed rule making in the FECERAL REGISTER on April 23, 1978

(43 FR 18195) to amend 10 CFR part 2.

The proposed amendment of f 2.802 set out in the April 23, 1973

notice woula require a person filing a petiticn for rule making to state

clearly and concisely the petitioner's grounds or interest in tne action

requested and to include a statement in support of the petition setting forth

837 029
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the specific issues involved, the petitioner's views or arguments with

respect to those issues, relevant technical, scientific, or other data

involved which is reasonably available to the petitiener, and such infor-

mation as the petitioner deems necessary to support the action sought.

It was proposed also to add language stating (a) that a p ospective

petitioner is encouraged to confer with the staff prior to the filing of a

petition for rule making, and (b) that questions regarding applicable NRC

regulations sought to be amended, procedures for filing a petition for rule

making, or requests for a meeting with the appropriate NRC staff to discuss

a petition for rule making should be addressed to the Division of Rules and

Records, Office of Administration.

Four letters of cement were received on the proposed rule. Three of

4
the commenters supported the proposed amendments.

One comenter, the Power Authority of the State of New York, stated,

that the proposed amendments would be beneficial to all parties affected

by a petition for rule making in that the issues involved would be clearly

delineated and the consequent greater understanding of the concerns of the petitiene

would lead to a more efficient and expediticus resolutien of those concerns.

A second petitioner, Consumers Power Company, stated that tne provisions

of this change requiring petitioners to clearly state specific interests

and issues supported by relevant technical and scientific data should aid in

screening superfluous petitions, and that encouraging pre-petition conferences

with the staff should aid the petitioner and help streamline the process

tnrcugn early resolution of misunderstandings and procedural problems.

837 030
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A third commenter, Dow Chemical, U.S.A., favored the proposed rule,

but recommended that the following statement, or its equivalent. be added

to the proposed i 2.802(c)(3):

The petitioner must submit information showing why current

regulations and licensing practices are not adequate and

how a new rule would alleviate this situation.

It is the Commission's view that the language set out in the proposed

rule adequately covers the type of information to be submitted in support

of a petition. Further, a petitioner may describe an inadequacy, but be

unable to show how a new rule would alleviate the situation. Accordingly,

this suggestion has not been adopted.

A fourthcommenter, Public Citizen Litigation Group (Public Citizen)

made the following general statement:

Public Citizen is concerned that the proposed amendment to 10 CFR

2.802, governing petitions for rule making to the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) may result in staff rejection of valuable

and important citizens' petitions. Furthermore, because of

the vagueness of the' standards in the proposed regulations,

aere is danger of staff abuse of its discretion. The hurdle

represented by these newly imposed requirements enforced

by staff rejection of " deficient" petitions may deter citizens

from petitioning the NRC . . . Public Citizen agrees with

the premise of the proposed rule, that petitions to the NRC are

more useful and likely to be adopted if they are well succorted

and well presented.

the Canmission dces not believe that the procosed amendments will result

in staff rejection of worthwhile, well-presented cetiticns.

. 837 031
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Public Citizen also offered several specific comments as follows:

Section 2.802(b) encourages consultation with the NRC

staff on a prospective petition. Section (f) permits

rejection of a petition by the staff, after an opportunity

for revision, for failure to meet the standards of

section (c). Consultation with the NP', staff could make

available to a petitioner a valuable resource, resulting

in greater efficiency and quality for all concerned. The

officially encouraged consultation has the potential

drawback of having a citizen's concerns :teered in ways

the NRC staff considers more desirable and realistic.

.It is the intent of the Commission that its staff be avail-

able to assist petitioners in filing a petition if the petitioner

requests such assistance. Consultation with the NRC staff is not

required. The Commission intends that such consultation, if requested,

will be of assistance to the petitioner and will be rendered in an

objective manner. The NRC staff will not require modifications

of the substance of a petition. This should result in petitions

which satisfy the procedural requirements of f 2.802 and are in a

proper form for consideration on the merits.

Public Citizen also states that:

Who makes the rejection determinatien of section (f)?

It apparently is someone in the Division of Rules and

Records. This procedure is defective in providing for icw

837 032
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level, low visibility rejection of petitions without

any attention by the Comission. Rather than allcwing

staff rejection, the Comission should take final responsi-

bility for decisions on petitions.

The Comission considers that it is appropriate for the staff to

make the detemination as to whether a petition meets the procedural

requirements of 9 2.802, because the detennination relates to non-

policy procedure and format matters. However, the Comission always

retains its inherent supervisory authority over staff actions.

Public Citizen states further that:

The trebble vith requiring presentation of the desired
'

product of the proposed rulemaking is that some problems

are too complex or unexplored for a petitioner to propose

a definite solution. For example, the PIRG decomissioning

petition proposed imposition of financial guarantees of

eventual decomissioning. However, the petitioners, who are

reasonably well infomed, could not say what would be a

realistic estimate of the needed funds or what financial

guarantee arrangements would be available. The situation is

similar with respect to the analogous petition of tne

Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) on financial

quarantees of safe windup of uranium mills. . . It should

suffice for a petition to document the existence of a prcblem,

. suggest the direction of a solution, without detailed crovisiens

or numerical stancards, and to ask the NRC to apoly its

expert kncwledge to study and solve the prcblem.

. . . -- -

.
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'*he Comission agrees with the commenter that a petitioner should

not be expected to furnish detailed provisions or numerical standards

or a precise rule, designed to solve the problem which the petitioner

has documented. The Commission's staff will evaluate the merits of a

petition, and develop an appropriate solution to such problems,

including the preparation of proposed amendments of NRC regulations

as may be indicated. Although a petitioner may highlight the existence

of a problem and suggest the general direction of a possible solution,

the Comission's staff will be responsible for the development of a

proposed rule if the staff study indicates a need for cmendment of NRC

regulations.
~

Public Citizen questions the proposed provision 5 2.802(c)(2)

that each petition shall state crearly and concisely the petitioner's

grounds or interest in the action requested. Public Citizen states

that:

Statement of petitioner's " interest" in the matter

smacks of a standing requirement. Public Citizen would

be dismayed if the NRC intended to impose judicial

standards of standing to filing a petition for rulemaking

as it has chosen to do for intervention in nuclear

export license proceedings . . . Public Citizen does

not. suppose that a standing requirement is intended,

but this shculd te clarified, alcng with clarification

of what is intended and why.

837 034
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Pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, as amended, the right

to petition must be accorded to any " interested persons". The Commission

has always construed these terms broadly in accepting petitions for rule

making and has no intention of rejecting a petiticn for rule making solely

on the ground that a petitioner has not e.lleged an injury in fact of the same

character that would be necessary for stariding in a licensing proceeding.

Public Citizen proposes a number of precedural steps for the processing

of petitions, including time limitations for the determinaticn of petitions.

The Commission has cencluded that it is impracticable to incorporate such

procedures into the text of f 2.802. In many respects the proposed procedures

would be administratively inefficient and wasteft of the Commission's

time. Internal procedures have been established whereby the staff initially

reviews petitions, establishes priorities in prec.essing petitions and

initiates necessary studies. The Cc.imission is informed on a periodic

basis of the status of each petition. Many petitions are complex frcm a

technical or legal view and it is more afficient for the staff to make the

initial evaluatien and to recommend a course of action rather than for the

Commission to process petitions initially and arect the staff with respect

to disposition of the petiticn.

The text of the rule set forth below is identical with tne text of the

proposed amendments published on April 28, 1978.

Pursuant to the Atemic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, and sections 552 and 553 of Title 5

of the United States Code, the folicwing amend: cents to Title 10, Chapter I,.

Code of Federal Regulations, Part 2 are oublished as a document subject

to codification.
:
:

837 035
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1. Section 2.802 of 10 CFR Part 2 is revised to read as follows:

2.802 Petition for rule making

(a) Any interested person may petition the Comission to issue,

amend or rescind any regulation. The petition should be addressed to

the Secretary, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555,

Attention: Chief, Occketing and Service Branch.

(b) A prospective petitioner is encouraged to confer with the staff

prior to the filing of a petition for rule making. Questions regarding

applicable NRC regulations sought to be amended, the procedures for filing

a petition for rule making, or requests for a meeting with the appropriate

NRC staff to discuss a petition should be addressed to the Director,

Division of Rules and Records, Office of Administration, U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Comission, '!ashington, CC 20555, Attention: Chief, Rules

and Procedures Branch. A crospective petitioner may also telephone the

Division of Rules and Records on (301) 492- 7086 to obtain assistance.

(c) Each petition filed under this section shall-

(1) set fortn the substance or text of any proposed

regulation or amendment, or shall specify the regulation, the rescission

or amendment of which is desired;

(2) state clearly and concisely the petitioner's grounds

or interest in the action requested;

(3) include a statement in support of the petition wnich

shall set forth the specific issues involved, the petitioner'5 views or

arguments with respect to those issues, relevant technical, scientific or

other data involved unich is reasonably available to the cetitioner,

.

837 036
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and such other pertinent information as the petitioner deems necessary

to support the action sought. In support of its petition, petitioner

should note any specific cases of which petitioner is aware where the

current rule is unduly burdensome, deficient, or needs to be strengthened

with respect to nuclear safety, radiation safety, or safeguards.

(d) The petitioner may request the Commission to suspend all or

any part of any licensing proceeding to which the petiticner is a party

pending disposition of the petition for rule making.

(e) If it is determined that the petition includes the information

required by paragraph (c) of this section and is complete, the Director,

Division of Rules and Records, or his designee, will assign a decket

number to the petition, will cause the petition to be formally docketed,

will deposit a copy of the docketed petition in the Comission's Public

Document room, and cause a notice of the docketing of the petition to

be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER, inviting public comment thereon.

Publication will be limited by the requirements of section 181 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amendb, and may be limited by order of the

Connis sion.

(f) If it is determined that the petition does not include the

information required by paragraph (c) o'c' this section and is incomplete,

the petitioner will be notified of that detennination and the respects in

which the petition is deficient and will be accorded an ecportunity to

submit additional data. Ordinarily this determination will be made

s

837 037
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within 30 days from the date of receipt of the petition by the Secretary

of the Commission. If the petitioner does not submit additional data

to correct the deficiency within 90 days from tne date of notification

to the petitioner that the petition is incomplete, the petition may be

returned to the petitioner without prejudice to the right of the petitioner

to file a new petition.

(g) The Director, Division of Rules and Records, Office of Administration,

or his designee, will prepare on a quarterly basis a summary of :atitions

for rule making pending before the Comission including the status

thereof. A copy of the report will be available for public inspection

and copying in the Comission's Public Occument Room,1717 H Street,

N.W. Washington, DC.

(Sec. 161, Pub. L. 83-703, 68 Stat. 948 (42 U.S.C. 2201); Sec 11, Pub. L.
93-438, 88 Stat.1243 (42 U.S.C. 5841)l.

Dated at this day of 1979

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

837 03R
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PART 51

LICEftSI!;G At40 REGULATORY PCLICY Afic
PROCEDURES FOR ENVIR0istiEllTAL PROTECTI0il

Uranium Fuel Cycle Impacts From Spent Fuel
Reprocessing and Radioactive Waste Managenent

Agency: Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.

Accion: Promulgation of a final fuel cycle rule

Surrma ry: The Ccmmission promulgated en March 14, 1977 an

interim rule identifying the environmental impact values for

the uranium fuel cycle which are to be included in environ-

mental reports and environmental impact statements for

individu-l light water nuclear pcwer- reactors. After an

extensive proceeding focused on the nuclear waste management

and fuel reprocessing parts of the fuel cycle, the Com-

mission new promulc_ates a final rule which sets out revised

impact values. The rule also specifies fuel-cycle-related

subjects that are to be considered in individual licensing

proceedings as part of the environmental cost-benefit

aralysis for a power reacter. The Ccemission notes its

intention te conduct a furcher supplementary rulemaking to

adopt as parc of the rule an explanatory narrative address-

ing the envirentencal significance of the impact values

' bulated in the final rule. A general epdate of the rule.

with respect to all aspects of the uranium fuel cycle is

also in progress.
*

Effective Date: Juiv 30, 1979

837 039'
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For Further Information Contact: E. Leo Slaggie, Office of

the General Counsel, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC, 20555, phone 202-634-322a. .

Supolementary Information:

This notice announces the outccme of a final rulemaking

by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission regarding the environ-

mental effects of spent fuel reprocessing and radioactive

waste manageme.it in the light water pcwer reactor uranium

fuel cycle. The rule adopted herein replaces an interim

rule which identifies fuel cycle envircnmental impact values

to be included in environmental reports and enviremental

impact statements for individual light water power reactors.

The interim rule,10 CFR 51.20(e) (" Table 5-3", as revised),

was published on March 14, 1977 (42 Fed. Rec. 13803) to be

effective for 18 months and was extended several times, the
.

final extensicn being to July 30, 1979. 44 Fed. Rec. 31939

(June 4, 1979).

This final rulemaking concludes a prcceeding which

began on May 26, 1977 with a notice that a rulemaking hear-

ing would be held to consider whether the interim rule

should be made termanent or, if it should be altered, in

what respects. "2 Fed. Reg. 25937. The Hearing Board tack

o ,I 0A0
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:

extensive written and oral testi=cny frc= =cre than twenty g
. . .

-
.

v
participants. On August 31, 1978 the Board sub=itted to the (.

i ..

Com dssion a detailed sum-ary of the evidentiary record, L

F-
.

followed on October 26, 1978 by its Conclusions and .

'
>l
-

Recc==endations.
h[-

After studying the Hearins Board's reco==endation and i
!

receiving written and cral presentations by rule =aking par- !
t

ticipants, the Com 'ssion has adopted as a final rule the !
~

=cdified Table S-3 recc== ended by the Hearing Board. The

impact values in this table differ only slightly frc= the 1

|
values in the interi= rule. With two exceptions, these i

values will be taken as the basis for evaluating in indi- -

vidual light water. power reactor licensing proceedings, I

pursuant to requirements of the National Environmental .

Policy Act (NE?A), the centribution of uranit= fuel cycle t

activities:/ to the environ = ental costs of licensing the i
'

t

reacter in question. The exceptions are raden releases, !
'

h
presently..c='tted frc= the interi= rule (see 43 Fed. Rec. i

L
7/ h1 The fuel cycle activities addressed by the rule include ;. .

u-aniu =ining and =1111n:;, the prcduction of uraniu: ;-
henafluoride, isotcpic e.._ich=ent, fuel fabricatien re- ;
processing or 4--ediated fuel, transportation of radic- !g~
active =aterials and managemenc of low-level wastes and [.
high-level waster. The rulenaking' proceeding concluded

.

here dealt cnly with-i= pacts of reprocessing and waste [_
=anage=ent and asscciated transportation, the so-cclled p.
" bach-end" of the fuel cycle. The i= pacts of transper- |
ta-ion of cold fuel to che reactor and irradiated fuel
and solid radicactive wastes lie outside the secpe of
the rule and are treated separately in the Cc==issica's
regulatienc. See 10 Cy?. 51.20(g).

Q3\n -

O.
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15613, April 14,1978), and technetium-99 releases from

reprocessing and waste management activities, as discussed

later in this notice. Appropriate values for these releases

are open for consideration in individual proceedings.

Promulgation of the revised table is not the sole out-

ccme of this rulemaking. The rulemaking record makes clear

that effluent release values, standing alone, do not meaning-

fully convey the environmental significance of uranium fuel

cycle activities. The focus of interest and the ultimate

measure of impact for radioactive releases are the resulting

radiological dose commitments and associated health effects.

To convey in understandable terms the significance of re-

leases in the Table, the Hearing Scard reccmmended that the

modified Table be accompanied by an explanatory narrative

prcmulgated as part of the rule. The recommended narrative

would also address important fuel cycle impacts new cutside

the scope of the Table, including sociceconcaic and cumula-

tive impacts, where thesa are appropriate for generic treat-

ment. The Commission has directed the NRC staff to prepare

by October 1 such a narrative, as described in more detail

later in this notice. Tne narrative will be submitted for

public comment in a furtner rulemaking.

Pending adoption of an explanatory narrative as part of

837 042
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the fuel cycle rule, the use of Table S-3 in individual pro-

ceedings must be acccmpanied by supplementary presentations.

Accordingly, the Ccmmission has directed the NRC staff to

continue presenting in individual proceedings an evaluation

of dose commitments and health effects frcm fuel cycle

releases. In addition, the staff will address econcmic,

sccioeconcmic, and possible cumulative impacts of fuel cycle

activities and such other impacts of the fuel cycle as may

reasonably appear to have a significance for individual

reactor licensing sufficient to warrant attention for NEPA

purposes. These matters remain cpen for litigation in

individual proceedings. The present rulemaking settles

only the question of, fuel cycle release values, with the

exceptions noted above, and such other numerical data that

appear explicitly in the Table.

In resconse to a recer,t decision by the United States Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, State of Minnesota v. NRC,

Nos. 78-1269 and 73-2032 (May 23,1979), the Ccemission intends to

conduct a generic croceedin7 which will consider the ecst recent evidence

recarding the likelihood that nuclear waste can be safely discosed of

and when that, or scme other off-site storage soluticn, can be accomclished.

That new generic waste discosal croceeding will be secarate and different

in sccce and curcose fecm further fuel cycle rulemakincs dealing with an

S-3 narrative and gereral uodate of 5-3 but will in cart review and

uodate the conclusions regarding waste discosal which have been reached

in the cresent rulemaking. If available, the record ccmoiled

037
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in the new generic waste disposal proceeding can be considered

in, and made a part of the record in, the general update of S-3.

The background of this proceeding and the reasons under-

lying the Commission's decision are explained in the material

which follows.

I. NEED FOR A FUEL CYCLE RULE IN POWER REACTOR LICENSING

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)

requires that the Ccmmission look closely at the environ-

mental impact of a proposed nuclear power reactor before it

.

.

837 044
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cay license the constructicn or operatien of the facility. (_
< ,

.lTc cc= ply with NEPA the Cc--*ssion has s.dopted licensing and :
e

regulatory procedures presently set out in 10 CFR Part 51. L
t
.

Under these rules the environ = ental analysis in a power -

al
st

reactor licensing proceeding =ust include a cost-benefit ).J
u.
%

analysis which, a=c=g other things, considers and balances g
the adverse environ = ental i= pacts of the nuclear plant !

i
e

against the expected environ = ental, econo =ic, technical, and t
!
3other benefits.
I

The environr7ntal impact of operating a nuclear power }
I

reacter is not 14-* ted to effects specific to the plant it- >

1
self, such as site alterations due to plant construction or

|,

1
the release of reactor effluents. The environment will also -

1
4

I
be affected by the fuel cycle activities necessary to sup- '

,

port plant operation. Since cperation of a nuclear plant
8

i
involves a cor~d enent to prepare fuel and dispose of spent fuel i

'

I
and waste, the environ = ental inpacts censidered in the NEPA |

t
analysis for a power reactor should include contributions !

I

from tranius fuel cycle activities.2/ p;
.

L

Evaluating these contributions necescarily involves a

wide-ranging inqt'* 7 and a certain enount of speculation. -

9 *

- .

- Fuel cycle facilities servd. =any reactors, and there is no
._

t-
-

-2/
. I.

t
Activities conprising the nuclear fuel cycle are listed ;

in noce 1, above. !,

N

B3l
i
?
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way to ascertain with certainty which facility new in exist-

ence or to be operated in the future will concribute fuel to

a given nuclear power reactor or will receive its irradiated

fuel or wastes. Thus the fuel for a particular reactor

cannot be identified at the start of the fuel cycle and traced

thrcugh the various steps to final disposal. Instead, the

fuel cycle impacts for a particular reactor must be estim-

ated hypothetically, for example by apportiening the impacts

of representative fuel cycle facilities to the number of

reactors served. Determining these facility impacts also

involves uncertainties, particularly for the back end of the

cycle. For example, reprocessing of spent fuel, if it is

done, would take place at newly designed facilities, not yet

operational. Thus impacts based on previcus reprocessing

experience using outdated technology are not in the Com-

- mission's judgment representative of future impacts. For

wasce disposal many preposals have been put forth, but the

method or metnods which will finally te used are as yet

unselected. A reascnable apprcach for determining wasce

disposal impacts is to focus en a system which seems likely

to be deployed and to estimate its impacts conservatively,

based en the best available infor: aticn and analysis.

837 046
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I-A study.of fuel cycle impact thus involves difficult -

n
ri

generic analysis and prediction well outside the nor=al -1
-

'1
.-iscope of facility-specific subjects, dealt with by a reacter

i
|.4

licensing board. This does not mean that the subject can be r:
,

I.ignored or deferred until the fuel cycle facilities them- tf'
salves come up for licensing.3! It does mean that in reactor

Ilicensing fuel cycle impacts should be treated where pos- t
i=

sible by generic, rule =aking rather than case-by-case !

I
adjudication.

,

~

The Cc= mission's interim fuel. cycle rule, 10 CyR 51.20(e), I
|

requires that the environmental costs to be considered in a j,

i

power reactor-licensing proceeding shall include contribu- j
t.

tions frcs traniu fuel cycle activities as set forth in a 2
s
t

table (" Table S-3, Surmary of environmental considerations i
i
,

for tranid= fuel cycle 4). The adequacy of this incerim- |
.trule, insofar as waste canagement and reprocessing impacts
{
.

are ccncerned, was the original focus of the prasent rule- !
,

tmaking, as the background discussion in the section to
.

-

---

follow indicates. As the rulemaking progressed, however,
c

.

.

"/9
The court of appeals for the D.C. Circuit has specifi- 1

cally rejected such ra approach and held that " absent
effective generic proceedings to consider these issues,
they must be dealt with in individual licensing pro- fceedings." NRDC v. NEC, 547 F.2d 663, 601 (1976), ;
rev'~d on other grounds sub non. Ver cnt Yankee Nuclear :
Power Ccrp. v. ?iRDC , 435 U.S. 519 (197c). '

-

837 047 ;
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participants submitted a substantial a cunt of public com-

ment and testimony addressing ma- ars not dealt wi n by the

interim rule, including econcaic and socioeconcaic impacts,

numerical uncertainties in the estimates, and long-term dose

ccmitments and health effects. This implicit broadening of

the rulemaking's scope called attantion to proble=r which

must be addressed in a further rulemaking, but also indi-

cated there may be confusion regarding the proper objective

of a fuel cycle rule.

The rule aimed at in this proceeding has a limited pur-

pose. It applies only to environmental cost-benefit balances

for power reactors and is in no way intended to be a tool

for chcosing among alternative uranium fuel cycle tech-

nologies. Altnaugh the rule should reflect as accurate an

ascessment as reasonably possible of uranium fuel cycle

impacts, the rule clearly does not need the detail or the

nrecision of an envircnmental analysis for licensing fuel

cycle facilities themselves. A reasonable degree of uncer-

tainty is i.navoidable and is acceptable, given that basic

decisions have not yet been made regardirq reprocessing and

the technology of waste disposal.

The rule need not be comprehensive in scope to be a

useful and valid exercise of rutemakin( a uthori ty. A

record is not yet available to support a comprehensive rule

^'' /OD, , 4 3
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'

dealing with all generic aspects of fuel cycle impacts

relevant to reactor licensing, but the Commission is free to

adopt a narrower rule that for the cresent leaves some of
*these matters for consideration in individual proceedings.

The table of impacts adopted as a finai rule in this pro-

ceeding serves as an important first step in this considera-

tion, relieving adjudicatory boards from the need to deter-

mine those numerical impacts of the uranium fuel cycle wnich

have been extensively considered in generic rulemaking.

Ultimately, however, the impacts of the releases and not the

releases themselves dictate the standards the Commission

must set. Therefore, use of the table in individual licensing

will not foreclose discussion of the significance of those

impacts or other important aspects of the fuel cycle not
'

addressed by the. table. This point needs emphasis in view

of the background of the Commission's original S-3 rule,

which at least initially was apparently interpreted as

cutting off further discussion.of fuel cycle impacts.

8-37 049
e- m*.
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II. BACKGECUND OF THE FUEL CYCLE RULZM.U~ING

[ E
1. Pro =ulgation and Application of the Original Fuel Cycle ,1

'Rule, " Table S-3" .

L
..

In a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking published Novem- tj
E

- .
. ._.. .

~ ' ~ ''

ber 15, 1972 (37 Fed. Reg. 241.91) the tomic Energy Cem- f
.t.. .

.

=issicn ( AEC) announced a proceeding "that would specifically i

deal with the questien of consideration of environmental

effects associated with the uranit: fuel cycle in the indi- e

'

vidua1 cost-benefit analysis fcr light water cooled nuclear -

,

~

power reactors." As a basis for this codsideration the
'

5

i~

'Cc==issient s staff had published .a report entitled " Environ- )

I
mental Survey of the Nuclear yuel Cycle," dated November 6, i

,!. . ,
10.72.1f Citing the Environmental Survey, the Notice set out j

~

itwo preposed alternatives for public co==ent and considera- *

t
Ition at an infer =21 hearing. Under one alternative, no j

- i~

consideration of fuel cycle impacts (apart frem facility-
}
I

specific effects of transporting cold fuel to the reacto.
I

I
$and spent fuel and radioactive wastes from the reactor) i :,<
t!

would be required in individual proceedings, on the grounds ?
. c.,

.

that these impacts as analyzed in the Invirennental Survey ,

F.
? 1

were sufficiently small not to affect significantly the j
ti
d .d

cost-benefit balanca for an individual reacter. Under the -

l_
-4/ :

A revised version cf this Environnental Survey was pub- ;

lished in -~4' 1974 as WASH-1243. !
4

-

I

837 050
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second alternative, i= pact values for fuel cycle costs of
,-

l'
o. -

licensing a power reactor would be taken in individual ~ f, '
.

licensing proceedings as set forth in Table S-3 of the
Inviren= ental Survey.'/c :

Written ec==ents were sub=1tted by = ore than forty
1

individuals and organizations. The hearing took place j
'

February 1 and 2, 1973 befcre a three-person hearing board, !
,

:_
,

tfollowing legislative-type procedures announced by the Cc=-
[
.

i=issien in a supplemental notice (38 Fed. Rec. 49).
I

Follcwing the hearing and supple =entary written sub- i.
4

. =issions by participants, the beard on July 6, 1973 pre-
|
5sented to the Cer *ssion a 24-page report which identified j
.the major issues at the proceeding but, in accordance with j

the Cer-'ssion's direction, =ade no reco==endation. |
,

3

After censideration of the ec==ents and the hearing 3

I
record, the AIC on April 22, 1974 (39 Fed. Re:- 14188), i

I
-,

-

P00R OR8NAL L
N! The tabulated i= pacts in Table S-3 included acres of -

land cer-'tted to fuel cycle activities, a: cunt.cf
.

water discharged by such activities, fossil fuel con- :

sumption, and chemical and radiological effluents, the
latter in curies, all nor:aliced to the annual fuel -

req = ire =ent for a =cdel 1000 M'de light-water reacter.
Notations accc=panyi g'the tabulatad values included _2-

a few radiological doses d- -= -re=, but no esti=ates !
are given of ht=an health effects caused by fuel cycle i
rad'ological effluents. The Environ = ental Survey did !i

nec give quantitative estimates of haalth effect.s. j
,

e

837 051 j
,
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?.

adepted the second alternative, under which "the environ- ';;
-

t= ental effect associated with the uraniu= fuel cycle, al- [
I

beit s=all, would be factored into individual. cost-benefit [
- ;

analyses in the for= cf nunerical values," as se't out in .

L"
Table S-3> with =inor revisions,to reflect corrections or hi

-

changes suggested by the hearing record. The Cc--d ssien- !

noted its view that the values in the. table reflected "sub-
_

'stantial ccnservatism." and fcund it to be a " fact that the. '

enviren= ental effects of the uraniu= fuel cycle have been k

shown to be relatively insignificant. " The Con =issicn cpn-

cluded accordingly that there was no need to apply the rule
o

,

m

t,
retrespectively. ''

..

.i.

The Co- 'ssion stated that it preferred to adept Table 4

1
S-3, rather than the alcernative cf declaring by rule that i

I
fuel cycle impacts are noc significant for reacter licens- '.

t

!
ing, because in ecnformance with other regulations the table i

!
4

" quantifies, to tha f"' 7 =st extent practicable, the enviren- j
i

mental effects..of th.e uraniu=.... fuel cycle in individual cosc- '
t--- . . . .

n
benefit analyses." Cf. 10 C??. 51.20(3), 51.23(c). Censiscent "|

.

t:
with the Cc==ission's view at that ti=e that Table S-3 _ '. i

1
>

represented a full quantitative account.cf fuel cycle con-
_

,

,.

tributions> the text of the rule stated that in ac.c.licants' ;-
.

_ ,__

en 71ren= ental reports and Cc==1s sien inpact statements in j

O ' 7, 7 0"2
300RORGUL
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individual licensing proceedings this contribution "shall be t .

:-

as set forth in ... Table S-3 ... No further discussion-of ;

[such enviren= ental effects shall be required."
-

-

-

The Cc-4ssion notice prc=ulgating the rule'did not speci-
.

P
fically mention health effects, socioeconc=ic i= pacts; or r

f
cu=ulative i= pacts, either to rcT e e.or preclude their dis- ,

2
*

cussions, although it might fairly be concluded that the ;-

,-

notice's repeated observation that fuel cycle effects were

" insignificant" amounted to a Cer-~4 ssion judgment implicit j
s-

in the rule that no discussien of these effects was for:al'y !
1
:

required. The Co-4ssion's regulatory staff applied the {.

f,rule in practice as allowing fuel cycle. impacts to be
!-

. .

jaddressed in reacter licensing proceedings solely by the -

i

for-C act of displaying Table S-3 in impact state =ents, i

. with no further discussien. In particula", impact state - !
i-

ments prepared by the staff did not analyce fuel cycle }
1

i= pacts in ter=s of health effects which night be caused by - !
o

!
I-the radicactive releases tabulated in the rule and did not -

. - -
!

discuss socioeconomic or cumulative i= pacts. :
_

_ Al=os.t three years after the rule became effective, the
>

Cc-4 ssion's Ato=ic Sa'ety and Licensing Appeal 3 card issued'

,

.- ,

a decision implying that discussion of fuel cycle health
..

.
.. . .. .

:
.

>

P00ROR0NAL :
i
.
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,

effeces was desirable when the cenparison between the
.

.- . :
preposed nuclear-@last and. an alternative ccal plant was an Fr

t

issue in the licensing proceeding.- In the Matter of. f.
P-
c

Tennessee Vallev Authority (Hartsville Nuclear Units), 5 HRC '

>
92, IC3 (1977). . As part of its respense to the Hartsville [

>

_

decision, the regulatory staff scusht and received permission :'

. [-
frc= reactor licensing boards to introduce evidence of the :

1
public health consequences of the nuclear fuel cycle cc= pared

-

",
with the coal' fuel cycle. Cf. In the Matter of Public Service (

l
Conr anv of Indiana. Inc. (Marble Eill Nuclear Generating i

5

t
Station), 7 NRC 179, 187 (1978). As the rule required, I

i
het?'h affects in the staff's subnissions were based en the j

6/~

-

tabulated radioactive release values in 10 CFR 51.20(e) .-

By this time, however, the criginal Table S-3 had been replaced 5

i
I

--6/ '
The -Cen=issicn announced on April 14, 1978 an amend:ent !

,
to the fuel cycle rule which renoved the release value j
for raden frc= the table and left raden-i= pacts cpan {
for litigation in individual preceedings . 43 Fed. Rec. :

15613 Subsequent to chis aneninene, che staff nas |
been free to intreduce evidence of raden-related healch ]
effects noc based en Table S-3 release values. This i
notice also confir=ed that the rule dces not address [
health. effects and does not preclude discussien cf nh-
health effects in individual proceedings. The notice .:
amended the second sentence of the rule to read: "No .d

~

**further discussien of the environmental effects
~

addressed by the Table shall be required." 1
c

F. {..
Mr. Marvin I.ewis, One cf the~participancs in this rule- O
making, petitiened the Cc==ission to " vacate" Table S-3 LJ
:ba its entirety, citing as grounds asserted severe

'

health effects fro ='rtden releases. The Cctrission has |_
denied chis. petitien, noting that radon releases are j
no longer addressed by the table. j

837 054 t
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*

.

by the a: ended. table in the.interin rule as a result of *

-
. ,

-
ie

legal develcpments discussed nent'.
'

' .

+-

6
s.

2. The Vermont. Yankee Decision |
!

. On a petition to review the. adequacy of the fuel cycle !
e,

rule =aking proceedings, the United States Court of Acceals [
.

:r
for the District.cf Columbia Circuit on July 21, 1976 set . j

,

1
aside those portions. of the rule pertaining to waste =anage- g

9

4
=ent and spent fuel reprccessing. Natural Rescurces Defense j

s

Council v. NRC, 547 F.2d 633, rev'd sub nom. Vernent 4
J
$

Yankee Nuclear Power Corn. v. NEDC, 435 U.S. 519 (1978). j
.
r

After first holding that fuel cycle i= pacts must b'e
.

7/
~

addressed in reacter licensing, either by an effective
:
;_<

7/ I
The court of appeals consclidated the petition cc re- j-

view the fuel cycle rule with a petition to review an 1

Appeal Board holding in the Ver=ont Yankee Nuclear i
Power Station licensing proceeding that envirennental !.

i= pacts of "eprocessips er waste dispcsal need not be |
considered in individual reacter licensing proceedings. {
in the Macter of Vertent. Yankee Nuclear Power Cero. , 4 i
AEC 930 (Jur.e 6, 1972). The courc cf appeals rej ected !
the App;al Board's decision and held tnat re.crocessin~ :

e :
and waste disposal issues cust be dealt with either by i
an effective rule or in individual licensing proceed- ;c ,

'

ings. The Supre=e Court did not disturb this holding .

when it later reversed the court of appeals. The Supreme
Court. noted that the Cc =ission " acted well within its
statutcry authority" in requiring that fuel cycle..

i= pacts ~be considered in reaptor licensing proceedings. -

. Vermont Yankee, Nuclear Power Ccro': v. NRDC, t35 U.S.
519, 539'(1978). The Cen=1ssion in prc=ulgating th= - -

fuel cycle rule had stated that the Appeal Board's. 7-
Ver=cnt Yankee decisiens had no'""- '-a- precedential i
significance insofar as they differed frcs the rule. |
39 Fed. Rec. 14133. i.

%R h .,
a
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rule or in the adjudicatory proceeding, the court found the (
'-
.

r
rule-''e'ng reccrd insufficient to suppcrt the waste nanage.nent g

e

and reprocessing parts of the rule beca tse the procedures [
/

afforded during the hearing were inadequate, at least as I.

5
.

b

applied by the hea91ng leard.8/ The court saw .he sis- iv
r:.
!nificance of Table S-3 as an expression "in nu=erical ter: 4

|
Cof] the conclusion that the enviren= ental effects of the 1

,

1

fuel cycle, including waste disposal, are insubstantial."

.Id. at c46. With regard to reprocessing and waste disposal, t
i
8

the ;"the focal points for this appeal,"_the court found that .
. . . . _ _ . _ .

I
Environnental Survey failed to provide " detailed explanation i

.

- a".d support" for this conclusion and that testi=cny pre-
sented at the heEring did not fill the gap. The court notes :

I

that "[t]he only discussion of high level waste dfsposal {
l

techniques was supplied by a 20-page statenent by [AEC j
. -

5

I
. witness] Dr. Frank K. Pittman," which the court critic 1ced ;

'
.

5
3

,

O/ Interpreters of the opinien have differed ever the i-

relative weight which the court of appeals in reaching !
3its decision attached to proc =""~=' *-*dequa:ies and te L

insufficiency of the record. The Supreme Ccurt was --

'

persuaded that the " ineluctable =andate of the ccurt's
decision is that the procedures afferded during the [
hearings'were inadequate." 435 U.S. 519, 542. The ;
Supre=e Court reversed the court of appeals en this ,

procedural question and remanded for_censideration -

~

whether the evidentiary record suppcrted the rule. The
court. of appeals has held in abeyance its decision en j_

Lthe remand, pending cc=pletion of the Cen=ission's
final rule =aling. |

,,. - . .

? 837 056 ;
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:

!for its "conclusory quclity." Id. at 645, 651. The cour:
, _ . .

'e -
.

found that th.e procedures enployed at the hearing failed to
:
:

expose this statement to;any " probing of its underlying .

analysis," id., and concluded that the Cor 'ssion had been j ,

e.
arbitrary and capricious to adopt.a rule " cutting off een- 5

. r.
sideration of waste disposal issues and reprocessing' issues !

i
in licensing proceedings based on the cursory development of {

t

the facts . . . in this' [rulenaking] proceeding. " The court !
I
s

vacated those portions of the rule and renanded to the i
r
3

Corcission. ;
f

In important respects, however, the ccurt of appeals ,

*

i

. approved the Cc= mission's overall' approach to the fuel cycle j
irule-*>'ng. The ecurt rejected the argunent that a fuel -

;
.

cycle rule is itself a najor Federal action requiring an i
1.

I

i= pact statement. "he court fou".d it sufficient that a E?A i
I.

3

inpact statenent is prepared when Table S-3 is incorporated i

'

~ '
.

1n't5' a preposal to license an individual reactor. The court I
!
e

also saw no necessity for a " plenary consideration of alter- |
3
-
''

natives" in evaluating waste disposal impacts for the pur-
.-

poses of the rule, "provided a sufficiently conservative and *

) i

credible assessment of a particula waste disposal nethod is
.

- -

used." Td. at'653, note 57 :
. -

-
~

?0DR ORlGINAL!
.
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3 Promulgation of the Interi= Rule |--,
.

V
u
l i

In response to the NRDC v. NRC decision and a related i
k

decision, Aesch14-on v. NRC, 547 F.2d 622 (D.C. Cir. 1976), {}
t.

the Co.- 4ssion on August 16, 1976 issued a General State =,ent -

g4
c.1
.

of Felicy (GS?1 (4' Fad. Reg. 34707) announcing an intention r
I-

to reopen the fuel cycle rulemaking proceeding to suppletont :
I

the existing record ,on waste management and reprocessing i
I.

impacts and to deter dne whether or not the rule should be i
I

amended. The Cc-~d ssion directed the NRC staff to prepare f

I
on an expedited basis a revised and well-documented environ -

I-

i

mental survey as the basis for an interin rule on waste --

management and reprocessing impacts. The General Statement

of Policy also directed that no new full-power operating ;
,

t
licenses, construction permits, or limited work authoriza- i

i
tions should issue, pending the conclusien of a notice-and- |

- .

.

co==ent inte*d- -"'=-eking. With regard to licenses already (
,

Iissued, the Cc==ission indicated that, if recuests for a
i

show cause order based en fuel cycle grounds were received, L
_ 7-

L

licensing boards would be assigned to determine whether the j
- t.

licenses in question should be continued, =cdified, er ,-
'

.s.

suspended pending adoptien..of an interi= rule. g..

_
-

The revised environ = ental survey, NURIG-0116 - Supple- [
i
I

ment 1 to WAri-1248, was cc pleted in early Cctober, 1976, I
i
t

1
(
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and on October 18 th's Cc- dssion published a notice solicit- f._
..,

ing public coc=ent on the survey and a proposed interin
~

x
rule. (41'?e~d. Ret. 45849). Coc=ents received in response |

.

to that notice and the Commission's responses to those
.

ce==ents were later published in March 1977 as NUREG-0216,
.

-

Q

|Supplement 2 to WASE-1248. -

e

On Nov =ber 11, 1976 the Cor dssion anncunced that [
-

ilicensing could resude on a cond'itional basis (41 Fed. Rez.
i

498S8). As factors in this decision the Cc=nission noted !

that (1) the court of appeals had stayed its mandate,
..

I
leaving the S-3 rule for= ally in effect but conditioning new 4-

1

. licenses on the outec=e of petitions by licensees for ]
i

Supreme Court review of the court's decisien,E[ and (2) {
)NUREG-0116 provided significant support for the conclusion
!.

I
, that waste management and reprocessing i= pacts are slight, j

~

so that the interi rule, when prenulgated, would not be
,

i
likely to produce results in reacter licensing different j

J

i
from the. original rule. The Cc==1ssion also suspended shcw 2

;-
.%

cause proceedings en fuel cycle grounds against light water
[1

;

--

reacter. . licensees . The Cc==ission directed that new licenses i
!

E! The Supreme Ccurt's subsequent grant,.cf certicrari -

autc=atically continued the stay of =andate pending
cc=pletion of Supre=e Court Action. The Supreme ..d
Court's remand and subsequent action by the court of -

appeals have left unresolved for the present the ques- !
tion whether the waste manage =ent and reprocessing ;

portions of the criginal S-3 rule were legally suffi- |
-

cient. See note 3. !

0c983,/ 3 '
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:

could be issued only if a separate analysis deta- 4nad that . ;_
g..
n

use of the i= pacts in the proposed interin rule would not i;.
::

[H
tilt the cost-benefit balance agai,st the reactor.

.][Cn March 19, 1977 the Co=nission proculgated the
E'

3interin rule' (32-Fed. Rec.13803) to be. effective for F
F

-

eighteen months, subj ect to extension for good cause. '10 '

I
CFR 51. 20 (e ) . In support of the interin rule the Co= mission !

I

Inoted that the two e viron= ental supplements, NURIG ,0ll6.,,and j
I

NURIG-0216, provided a " sufficient informaticnal basis for ;

the- int eri= rule . . . " The Consission acknowledged that -

I
,

"there are gaps in the information needed for.a detailed ;

i
assessment of waste management and disposal technology" but *-

I
found that "the custs of not proceeding cutweigh the risks i

|
of proc eeding by inte"'- ""' e," given that within a rela- !

3

tively short period the issues would be =cre thoroughly I

1
discussed in the final rulemaking proceeding. The Con-

i

i

mission terminated show cause proceedings initiated our- I
I

suant to the General Statement of Policy, noting that "the !

!-
"-values in the interim rule are not sufficiently different
1
r
IIfrom the values in the original Table S-3 to warrant revoca-
Î

t on or suspension on cost-benefit. grounds [of previously
.._

- -

r
x_

P Q h,b b -
-

- 1

I
. .

$
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i
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#

1ssued licenses]."10/ 43 Fed. Rec. 43806. i_
:

--

t-
t
9.

4. Initiation of the Present Rule =aking [
s
-

Following promulgation of the, interim rule, the Cen- .
.

hlmission published a notice of hearing which initiated a -

-
--- - - - r_

ffinal rule = akin 5 42 Fed. Rec. 26987 (May 26,1977). The
~

procedures announced in the notice were the same as those

. applied in the origi3al hearing, except that specific pro-
|
t

vision was made for the Hearing Scard to entertain sugges- 1

i
tions from participants regarding questions which the Board 7

i
I-

f
~

PODR OREL-

i
i

.i
:

- 1

10/ !'

Subsequently the Cec =ission directed the Appeal Scard i--

to consider for the ten facilities affected by the i
terminated show cause proceedings "the particularized j
factual data essential to making a decerminatien of the i
incre= ental effect, if any, that the use of the values :
in the interim rule would have on the NE?A cost-benefit L
balances for the particular facilities involved." 5 I'
NRC 717, 7173 (1977). The Appeal Board found that fuel '

cycle impacts did not tilt the cost-benefit balance .
-

against any of the facilities in question, 6 NRC 253 !
- 28-30, 6 NRC 33, 102-104, 6 NRC 206, 209 (1977), and

'

concluded: "The effects assi~ned by the interim ruleg
to the uranium fuel.-cycle are ... extremely s=all.(as !
the Cec =ission itself has suggested). This being so, i'
they could not possibly serve to call for the aband:n- f-

- =ent of any particular nuclear facility unless the !
cost-benefit baio--a 'or that facility was otherwise in !

virtual equipoise." 6 NRC at 104. I
o

.f
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.

,, sshould direct to witnesses or other participants.ca/ The F- -
L'

subj ect of the hearing was " confined' to the environ = ental (
-

.

effects of spent fuel reprocessing and radioactive waste [
E

cana5ement in the light water power reactor uranium fuel F;
h.

cycle, and to the question whether the outcome cf the inter 1= L.
,

rule =1 king should be made permanent for f:/.ture use, or if it
i

should be altered, in what respects."12/ Both NURIG-0116 t
-- =

1and NURIG-0216 were Specified for inclusion in the hearing i
9

8
?record. The fuel cycle was to be taken to include alter-
L

natively (1) no reprocessing of spent fuel, or (2) repro- i
i

!cessing of spent fuel for purposes other than recycle of
,

plutonium, with follow-en interim and/or long-ter storage s
1
8
'or dispcsal of pl'utonium and wastes from reprocessing, wich

.

SE! On January 26, 1978 the Cetnission mcdified the prc- |
cedures to allow participants to crcss-examine wit- |
nesses en specific factual issues at the close of the i
legislative-type hearings, where it could be de=cn- ;:,
strated with, particularity that the .crocedure was i. j
necessary to erepare a record adec.uate for a sound .i.

'

decision. No crcss-exo~' nation in fact occurred. :;j
After a speci?1 hearing to consider requests, the Beard ;j
found that the requisite demenstrations had not been ,

made.
-

i .;-

r!

' _':2/ With regard to fuel cycle impacts not within the scope
7

L
of the hearing, the notice observed that the staff had
legun a_ general update which was expected 0c lead to a ,

separate rulemaking proceeding. A proposed outline for
this " update of WASH-12h8" was announced by the staff
on Septe=ber 7, 1073. 43 Fed. Rec. 393C1. i

~

i
i
!
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|
plutonium either separated from or included with the wastes.:E[ F

,

v.
The following parties participated in this reopened j

c
proceeding: the staff of NRC; the Environnental Protection f

.

<

Agency; the Department of Interior; the U.S. Geological -

..

Survey; the States of California.(California Energy Re- i-
1
.

sources Conservation and Develop =ent Cor-4ssion), Delaware, 1

$
Maryland, Ohio, Wiscensin and New York; 3alti= ore Gas and 3

I
Electric Co., et al. (a_ group of 16 utilities); Cec =on- t

wealth Edison Co., at al. (a group of 8 utilities); the - -

1
Tennessee Valley Authority; the Allied-General Nuclear i-

)
4Services Co.; Exxon Nuclear Company; Westinghouse Electric '

.

Corporation; the Atcmic Industrial Forum; the' Natural ,
. ,

IResources Defense Council; the Pacific Legal Foundation;
4
3

Environ =entalists, Inc.; the Sierra Club; the Union of {
i

Concerned Scientists; Mr. Marvin Lewis; and Dr. Chauncey {.

s

Keeford. - -- - - i.
- I

At a prehearing conference held'on July 28, 1977 the- !
4

1)
Hearins Ecard provided for the sub=ission of written ad ect [_

..

testinony by the participants, written questions and answers i

P

based on that' testimony and follow-up questions, all prior .

to the start of the oral hearings. These. hearings began en

January. 16., 1978 and conclu'ded in March 1978 after ten days h2
. 17/

' !
!

The impacts from reprocessing, waste nanagenent and i4

Itransportation of was,tes given in the interin rule are
mard 4ced for either of the two fuel cycles censidered :
(no reprocessing and reprocessing only to recover j
uranium). See note 1 to Table S-3, 10 CFR 51.20 (1973). ;

:

- - - - :837 063
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cf testimony. During the hearings, in response to a peti- E
t
y,

tion by the State of New York, the Board expanded the scope [-
I'

of tha proceeding to consider the economic feasibility of i

b
the model facilities on which the proposed Table S-3 values

,

,

.

were based. The Board conducted all of the qu'estioning- - E-

I
during the oral hearings. 8-

|
The Board cocpiled an extensive evidentiary record, in- $

_

!
cluding the staff's NURIG-Oll6 and NUREG-0216, the staf-f's

u
|

testi=cny on the economic feasibility of its model facilities, 1
. I

the direct testimony of . participants exceeding 1,100 pages, !

- two rcunds of written questions propounded by participants

and several hundr;d pages of responses, more than 1,200 '

pages of transcript of oral hearings, written rebuttal . r

testi=ony of the parties, and final concluding statements of i
:
I

the parties, filed June 26,.1978.
{
l

On August 31, 1973 the Hea '.ng Board subnitted a 137- i
.

I
1page report to the Cor 'ssion which su==arized this record :
1
.

and outlined the significant issues raised by the partici- L
k7
r.1

pants. Also, responding to the Cennission's request for the ;;
. i. :.

Board's views, the Board sub=itted -on October 26, 1978 its
,

t,
p
-

Conclusions and Reco==endations. The Board reconnended that ,' . .i
. .

.

the Cc--*ssion adopt as . "inal rule a modified Table S-3 _[
l

proposed by the NR'. staff, in which the majority of entries i
_

1

837 064
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were unchanged from't, hose in the interis rule. The Board - e;
_

i

also recom= ended that a "brief explanatory narrative" be I

adopted as part of the rule, which among other things would I

interpret the-significance of the. tabulated' impacts in terms
-

P
of environmental dose commitments. '.The Board's'reco-"enda- . -

I
tions identified several. aspects of the rule which in the i

a.
2Board's view should be improved upon during the general j

updateofthefuelchclerule.bb!
.

f
i

Shortly before the Board's recc=mendations.were issued, j
ithe Cc- dssion announced that it would receive participants'

written statements co=centing on the rulemaking record and |
,

Ithe Hearing Board's recocmendations. Nine participanto
i

I
.

submitted co m ents; including the NRC sta'f. Several

participants argued that the record did not support adoption |
.

, of the modified Table S-3 New' York State asserted that the (It
t

record showed the. =cdel facilities en' which the table was - i
t

!based were not economically feasible. Other opponents of
i,
tthe table argued that the tabulated i= pact values did not - -

F:-
adequately reflect underlying uncertainties revealed by~the

,

.-
- i.

.

*14 /
'

-

See note 12 above.--

'15/
.

-

P'The nine co== enters were Mr..Marvin Lewis, the Natural
|

-

Resources Defense Council, the Sierra Club, the State ;
of New York, the States of Ohio and Wisconsin, Baltimore i

Gas and Electric, il al., Co==cnwealth Idison, el al., |
the Tennessee Valley Auchority, and the NRC staff. i

i
f

.
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record. In particular, they questioned basing reprocessing
.

'b
'I

i= pacts on model facilities rather than past operating. i<
V<

enperience. The omission of technetium-99 releases from [
t-

the table was also criticized. Several parties who opposed r

U
7~adoptin5 the table stressed- that dose co-~'tments and health

.

F
effects, economic ind socioeconomic 1= pacts, and cunulative I

I
inpacts were not addressed by the table and were required for i

Ian adequate descript5cn of fuel- cycle environ = ental inpacts. ;
I

These participants generally supported preparation of an en- !

!
planatory narrative but urged a broader scope than the one *

,
proposed by the Bo7;d. i

.!- Other participants supported the Board's reconnenda-
|.

tion for adoption of the modified Table S-3 but questioned :

Ithe need for an enplanatory narrative. They pointed to pro- i

!
. cedural proble=s of pro 371 ding adequate notice before a j

i
narrative could be incorcorated as part of the rule. Sone 4

* 1
A
e

parties concluded, on the grounds that the D.C. Circuit had i
1
4-

not cricicized the portions of the original 5-3 rule dealing i
-

M
with the front-end of the' fuel cycle, that there was no (

2

legal require =ent for a narrative or for consideration of ,I
:-

fuei cycle environ =en-tal- questions .cutside the secpe of the [, .

_ .. ;-
original Table S-3 : 2-

~ w
$
e

i

U./ UUU !
.

i'

i
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~
.

-- --. ~. :
. The'NRC'. staff favored adoption of the modified Table S- .

?

3 as a final rule but preferred that an enplanatory narra- .. ,'-

tive be deferred for preparation as part of the general. i

update. The staff noted that enplanatory =aterial subject - ;,.

m 4

to litigation in individual licensing proceedirss is pre-
,

<
sently introduced t'o accompany the use of Table S-3 in such i

i

proceedings and recoc= ended that this practice continue. f
On Janua:"i 10, E72 the Commission heard oral p'resenta- [

ltions from the connenters. These presentations provided a :
i

valuable elaboration of the parties' views but did not change [
T

fthe basic positions stated in the written co==ents. The ;
-

5

Co mdssion accepted brief supplemental c itten submissions
f.

.

following the oral presentations and then closed the record !
1

of this proceeding as of January 23, 1979 $.
I
!

- E

i

.. .
r

-

-

.

..

eies *
O g

e*

.

7. -
.

__

!
.
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'

-

[l.<III. FINAL RuwMA'CiG
fl

1. Adoption of the modified Table S-3
i

L-j
>s}

The~0o--4ssion has found that except for technetiu=-99 (,
b

releahes the record supports adoption of the modified Table I
I

S-3 as a final rule, as recoc= ended by the 3 earing Scard. x

i
The participants co=ments and the Board's reco=mendations j

~

t
have =ade clear that the Table is not free of flaws, but for i

u

the reasons discussed below the Cor-4ssion believes that i
i

these will not significantly impair the Table's usefulness j
t

- as the starting point for considering fuel cycle impacts in -

o
e

inddvidual reactor, licensing proceedings. E
s
i

To begin with, there can be little doubt that this rule- |
!
t

making has been adequate frem a precedural standpoint. The ;

i
Supre=e Court's~V__e_rnent Yankee decision confirmed that ',

1

infernal agency rulemaking is procedurally sufficient when i
2
4

the notice-and-cc==ent requirements of the AM 'nistrative !
l

Procedure Acc, 5 U.S.C. 553, are met. 435 U.S. 419 (1973). h_
L..

The fuel cycle rulemaking not only afforded these basic I
v
t

notice-and-co==ent procedures but also provided entensive
;

additional written and oral , procedures, including several ,
n
s

not offered by the hearing board in the original S-3 rule- :_
|

making. A few participants expressed the view that the *

record night have been i= proved, had the 30trd exercised .

l
.

837 068 |
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its discretion to permit cross-exa * nation, but no one has ;-

argued that the record is legally deficient frem a pro- ;
- x

cedural standpoint. ,

.

<
As noted earlier, however, several co==ents to the j

..

t-
Cc-=4ssion questioned whether the record provides suffi- W.-

- !.

4

cient evidence to. support the nu=bers in the =cdified Table. ?
!
J

The general thrust of these co=nents was that the model {
_ A

' facilities analyzed by the staff were for one reason or !.

I
s

another unacceptable as a basis for determining fuel cycle a

1
ispacts. The Com-4ssion believes that the substance.cf

these~conments has been adequately addressed by the Hearing !.

I~

Board in the discussion supporting its recccnendations. J-

- :
.

Conclusions and Reco=mendations of the Hearing Scard,. Docket j
i

RM-50-3 The issues of greatest i=portance or special !,

1

!concern to commenters are reviewed in the following sub- ;
9

Isections. - - *

I
.

3

!,
a, Economic Feasibility

- !
. 1-

O
The proposed rule clearly would be cpen to sericus ,

.

questi.on if the =odel facilities en which the values in ;,

Table S-3 are. based would be prohibitively expensive to -

...

1

build and operate. In rispense to the Board's request for t,:"-.

evidence on ecenc=ic feasibility, viewed in this narrow
\
'

1
I

i

n . 7, ',/ Qhh |es ,
o

__ _ _ 3
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s

., . bsense, the staff sub=itted cost- estimates. based on material
r.

from the.GESMO proceeding.16/ From these esti-$tes the- );-
F

- !
Hearing Board found per-reactor costs of reprocessing and i

b...-
waste ~anagement to be on the order of ten percent of the E.

b
~ Ctotal: costs for' building and operating an individual -

reactor. The Bo'ard' concluded that such costs were not '
I
I.

k
prohibitive. Reco mendations, page' 58. i

i
Cc==ents by the State of New York challenged the i

!
3 card's conclusion that establishing fuel cycle costs at a i

few percent of total generating costs sufficed to demon- .

i
' istre t.e economic feasibility. 7/ New York cited testi=cny by i.

e.

1 C/ I
1 Generic Enviren= ental Statement on the Use of Recy'cle j

Plutoniun in~ Mixed Oxide. Fuels in Light Water Cooled
Reactors, NUREG-0002, August 1976.

. i
s

--17/- fiso, during the hearing and in a separate =ction filed j
before the Co--4ssion on Dece=ber 18, 1978, New Yor_k,
together with Wisconsin and Ohio, urged that' dollar j

.value i= pacts shculd be' brought within the scope of the i
S-3 proceeding. The =atter of dollar value econo:ic :

i= pacts is separate from the issue of econenic feasi- I
bility. The Cc--4ssicn =ade clear ee-'da" an order I'

issued Fehruary C, 1C78, Docket EM-50-3, that this !
rulemaking "was not intended to enec= pass a full

.

[_
econc=ic analysis leading to inclusion of econcaic []
costs in th= "~= d un fuel cycle rule." The Order left i

open the possibility that the detailed econc=ic costs ['
of the fu'el cycle =ight be dealt with in a later [.:

, generic rule =aking. The Co- dssion will refer the L~
~

Statest .=otien to the staff for treatment as a cetiticn '

for rulemaking pursuan't to 10 CFR 2. 302. To th'e entent I
that fuel cycle dol 2 ar value i= pacts are relevant to '--

the cost-henefit balance f.or a reactor they may at f~.

present be censidered in individual licensing ,i

proceedings. l
c'.: I
I
!

077 '7
e

l
u ..: i
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its own witnesses asserting that the economics of nuclear

power are precarious and that back-end fuel cycle costs will

tip this doubtful balance against the nuclear option. This

evidence, New York concluded, " mandates a finding of economic

infeasibility of the back end of the uranium fuel cycle."

The Commission believes New York missed the distinction

between the broad issue of nuclec.r power economics and the

much narrower question of economic feasibility of specific

models for waste management and reprocessing. Whether

nuclear power is good business is not an issue in this rule-

making. The fuel cycle rule will be used only when someone

has decided, rightly or wrongly, that nuclear power is

sufficiently viable economically to warrant applying for a

reactor license. Once the reactor has operated, back-end

fuel cycle activities must be carried out, whatever the

cost. This rulemaking addressed the environmental impact of

those activities based on methods and facilities which

could' on technological grounds reasonably be employed. The

economic feasibility question, correctly identified by

the Hearing Board, is simply whether these methods might be

so outlandishly expensive that there will be a " major incen-

tive for reducing [ costs] at the expense of increasing the

radioactive effluents above the values ... in Table S-3."

Recommendations, page 58. The Commission believes that the

e
837 071
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I
t

?

fuel cycle cost estimates arrived at by tha va==*"g Board- -
*

y-:
atook adequate account of matters in controversy and provided i
r
Y"a reasonable basis for the 3 card's conclusien that the t
e
;sstaff's models are ecenc=ically feasible in the sense d.escribed C

above.18/ - '

-
'-:--

,
.

'
.

b. Waste Managenent and Disposal !

In determining the i= pacts associated with waste nanage- .

Iment and disposal the staff assumed that high-level waste (or *

reactor spent fuel treated as waste) would be stored in -

interim facilities (water basins and retrievable surface
"1

-

- storage facilities) for about twenty years and then disposed }

. .

3
-

f)j *

- un Omty[
-

|
i

3

:S/ |
'

The Scard's cost estimates took into account New
Ycrk's vigorous objection to the staff's~use of a 10

|percent discount rate. The Scard conputed a range of
3esti=ated fuel cycle costs based on return en invest- t

ment of 2 and C percent, suggested by New Ycrk as nore h;
realistic, and based its judgnent on an overall cost ;
estinate large enough to include the upper l' 't of the yrange. The 3 card also noted its view that costs of -

dece-~4ssicning a power reactor, a natter of centre-
versy at the hearing, are facility-specific and shculd-

[-
ibe considered in ib.dividual reactch proceedings rather '

than included anong the costs of the fuel cycle acti- L_
vities wb'aw o~e the subject of the generic rule. T'-= =

Cc--'ssien finds the 3 card's easoning'ccrrect on chis !
point and confirms that reactor decennissioning costs }are not relevant t o ' t his rule-o '-:ing .

837 072 i
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of by buriale ta a bedded salt geologic repository.' 9/ The h-
~. s

staff's interin storage model was not seriously questioned k,
r1at the hearing. The technology for storing spent fuel '

?

elements under water in pools is well established; radio-
: 1
'J:'active releases to the environment have in practice been

.

. F,
extremely small and may be expected to renain small, eve'n if j

rpool storage is protracted by delays in establishing dis- 3

i-

*.pos=7 fao474 ties.. The.Co--*ssion concludes that the staff i
s

~19/ - lThe program of interin storage followed by geologic |-
--

disposal is.in broad outline the same waste manage =ent j
:odel considered in the original fuel cycle rule aking, j
hut the record developed in the present proceeding ia [
far more extensive, particularly with respect to dis-

1

-

posal. Dr. Pittman's testimony at the original rule- (
.

=aking in 19.73 consisted largely of a description of a $

proposed retrievable surface storage facility for con- i
tinuously monitored interim storage. Concernine ,ultimate disposal without further surveillance, t
Dr. Pittnan noted that a major effort was underway to {deter *7e whether disuosal in bedded' salt was accent-~

able, but he did not describe the concep,t in any d'e- |
Lail. .m...wa., ....s_u-011o, Section 4.4, provides a i-m

_ 30-page quancitative discussion of disposal of long- {
lived wastes in a bedded salt repository, with cita- |
tions to many relevant technical docunents prepared }since 1973. The bedded salt concept was discussed

_ i
entensively in written and oral testimony at the hear- i-
ing. For exa=ple, the Board's oral ena=1 nation of !~
witnesses from the United States Geological Survey r

r,egardips the characteristics of salt beds as a reposi- .

tory mediu= occupies 37 pages of the hearing trans , ,

-

cript.. Tr. 639, ff. Docket El
present. state of know; edge rag,I-50-3

In addition, the
'-

ardips nuclear waste dis-
posal and its i= pacts has been entensively detailed in
the Report 'o the President by the Interagency Review F-

Group on 'Sclear Waste Management ("IRG Report"), TID- [-09442 ;,4 arch 1970) and the draft Subgroup Report on j
: native Strategies for the Isolation of Nuclear i

naste, TID-2SS13 (Draft), October 1973.
|
r

g37 073.
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analysis cf interim storage impacts was reasonable. In any

case, the values in Table S-3 would not be significantly

affected by any reasonably foreseeable variations from the

time-periods and models for interim storage assumed by the ~

staff.

Analysis of waste disposal necessarily involves greater

uncertainty than interim storage because disposal technology

has not yet been selected. Consistant with the court of

appeals' ruling that it suffices to assess one credible

waste disposal method, rather than the full spectrum of

alternatives, NUREG-Oll6 chose to analyze " deep emplacement

in a stable geologic medium (bedded salt) under the con-

tinental U.S." The staff concluded that this technology

"has the greatest amount of substantive information avail-

able from which to summarize environmental impacts" and

wculd be " reasonably representative of impacts that would

result frem any apprcpriately designed geological emplace-

ment." NUREG-0116, page 2-9.

The waste repository impacts of greatest concern are

radioactive effluents whi:h might escape to the biosphere

during the thousands of years which must elapse before

radioactivity in the waste has dropped to an insignificant

level. For spent fuel disposal the staff made the con-

servative assumpticn tnat fission-product gases in the spent

837 074
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fuel, including all.tritiu=, krypton-85, carbon-14, and. - !?..-
,. .

iodine-129, would be released during handling and e= place- 5
. i:

cent'of the waste prior to sealing of'the repository.20/ >

;.-

This assumption reflects the possibility that the spent fuel
- .:.

;_ j
c.:

storage canisters and the fuel red cladding will be corroded
. p.

Iby the salt during 'the period the repository is open i-

:
.(roughly 6 to 20 years), and volatile =aterials in the fuel |

=.

Will escape to the environ =ent. The staff assumed, however, !

N
that after tha repository is sealed there would be no i

f.ur. tham =elease of radioactive caterials to the environ =ent. E
1.

~20/
}The nt=bers.in Table S-3 reflect this assu=ed ec=plete ,

release. In the alternative that spent fuel is repro- !
cessed rathe,r than disposed of directly, the staff's }reprocessing =cdel assu=ed cceplete release of tritiu=, !krypton-85, and carben-14 but provided for capture of j

~

most of the iodine-129 The value for iodine-129 that iappears in Table S-3 is for total release. i
t

'I iNUREG-0116 states (pages 2-10, 2-11): i
i
'

Long ter= i= pacts will be nonexistent if the l
repository performs as expected and =aintains the |
wastes in isolation. The rationale ... follows a i
si=ple line: since the [ bedded salt) fer=ation '

has been demonstrably undisturbed for many b_
millions of years, there is reason to believe that-

it will re=ain undisturbed into the future, even -

though =ildly =cdified by placing the wastes into r._
it. P,

.

Supplementing this basic rationale, Section 4.4 of
'

hud2G-0116 provides a~~ detailed review of reasons for ' . _ .
believing that a bedded salt disposal syste=, suitably , "

selected, will prevent signiffcant releases for the ['full period needed for waste detoxificatien.
|
t
b
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.

With regard to this assumption of complete repository p
2.
Iintegrity, the Hearing Board identified as the major concern J
>-
r

the question "whether water might enter, dissolve the radio- E

I
active ratarials, and transport them to the biosphere." The i

b
staff assumed such transport would not occur, for reasons k-

I
su=ms.rized by the 3 card as "in pa-t based on the fact that I

I
the salt in which the waste would be buried would have *

,

L-

existed for *' lions of years free of water except for a.

small amount of entrapued brine > and could be exaected to
-

i
,

L
continue to so e. ist. The location would be one of. low . t
.- -__ _ - . . . . ?

seismic and volcanic activity ard with few resources '
.

important to man,,so the probability of int usion by natu#e j
i

or by hu=ans,wculd be small,. Salt is plastic and would tend :

- |
to heal some types of 1ntrusions. Furthermore, if water i

were to reach the repository and dissolve the waste, natural
'

barriers provided by. media surrou. ding the salt would slow

the rate ~of transport so that most of the radioactivity $

would decay before it would reach the biosphere." Conclu- '

,.

F4.~

sions and Recccrendations of the Hearing Board, Decket SM- j
;;.1
.f

50-3, page 34. '$
f-

The Cc- 'ssion finds that these cha'acteristics of a [_

_ il
bedded-salt repository afford a reasonable basis for the [~

r
e

staff's conclusion that the repository can raintain its
I

'

P001 tam
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integrity, provided that sites neeting the selection cri~ m.
- m.,

teria can in fact be found and devele,ed. On this key issue 1.
F

the evidence in the record is tentative but favorable. At [
!

the hearing a witness for the U.S. Geological Survey testi- ,

, - . -

:-
fied that he believed it possible to find sites for reposi- iy

c
>

tories that would give the low release rates esti-ated by i
i

the staff. Transcript at 729 Although no specific loca- I
- 1

I
tion ~has yet been identified as neeting the criteria, the -

e salt deposits favors 'h? view Iwidespread distribution c
i

that suitable sites can be found.22/ Such general evidence, i
*

-

i
. coupled with the absence of any strong argu=ent that a site !

I
cannot be found, probably affords as strong a record as can I

be made en the issue until a specific site has been ther- ,
.'

oughly investigated and found to be suitable.23/ 1-

J

.
.

3
*

I
.

i
i-

,I

~22/ h
NUy.IG-0116 notes that salt deposits have been found in i---

24 cf the 50 Scates. Sec. 4.4.1.2. !
n

23/ "'
In view of the often-cited experience at Lycns, Kansas,---

it is worth centicning that the failure of a particular ;
si'e to =eet selection criteria, though disconraging,
cannot of itself disprove the feasibility of the -

bedded-salt repository concept. At Lycns, Kansas, an
' *** tially pre-* sing site later proved unsuitable because ,

of previously undiscovered bcre holes and adjacent LL
' *"g operations that cccprenised the integrity of the -

site. These problens were specific to the site rather |
than "nharent in the cencept. f

-
.
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For these reasons and based on this record it is the

Commission's judgment that a suitable bedded-salt repository

site or its equivalent will be found, but the Commission

notes ard agrees with the Interagency Review Group on Waste

Management that areas of uncertainty remain regarding both

the likelihood of finding a site and the probability that it

will perform as expected. The Ccmmission's judgment in

24/ These residual uncertainties were noted in the Report
to the President by the Interagency Review Group on
Waste Management, TID-29442, March 1979, which was
discussed in draft form at the January 19, 1979 oral
presentation. Responding to comments on the feasi-
bility of waste disposal in mined repositories, the IRG
report states on page 42:

No scientific or technical reason is known
that would prevent identifying a site that is
suitable for a repository provided that the sys-
tems view is utilized vigorously to evaluate the
suitability of sites and designs, ard in mini-
mizing the influence of future human activities.
A suitable site is one at which a repository would
meet predetermined criteria and would provide a
high degree of assurance that radioactive waste
can be successfully isolated frcm the bio. sphere
for periods of thousands of years. For periods
beyond a few thousand years, our capability to
assess the performance of the repository dimin-
ishes and the degree of assurance is therefore
reduced. The f,easibility of safely disposing of
high level waste in mined repositories can only be
assessed on tire basis of specific investiga:icns
at and determinations of suitability at particuiar
sites. *" [E]ven at the time of decommissioning
some uncertainty about rapository performance will
still exist.

The Commission believes the IRG Report's view that suit-
able sites can be identified but that uncertainty about
repository performance c:nnot be entirely eliminated is
consistent with the record compiled in the fuel cycle

rulemaking.

I
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this regard is limited to the purposes fcr which this pro-

caeding was brought -- namely to scecify for "E?A purposes

tne environmental impacts to be considered in individual

licensing proceedings as part of the environmental cost-

benefit analysis for a power reactor. It is in no way intended

to be a judgment for choosing among alternative technologies

for waste disposal. That kind of judgment is in the first

instance to be made by the Department of Energy and will be

subject to further review in a Ccmmission licensing pro-

ceeding when a particular proposal ccmes before us. Nor is

the Commission making judgmer's in this proceeding as to the

likelihood of waste disposal being accomplished safely.

That issue has been addressed separately by the Ccmmission. --25/

Furthermore, the Ccenission intends in the near future to
,

conduct a generic proceeding to reassess the outlook for the W
availability of safe waste discosal methods in light of new data

25a/
and recent develocments in the Federal waste management orogram. C,g||y

In vir,4 of the uncertainties noted regarding waste dis-

posal, the cuestion then arises

25/ 42 Fed. Rec. 34391, July 5, 1977. See also Natural
Resources Defense Council v. NRC, 582 F.2d Ic6 (2d
Cir. 1978).

25a/ The immediate occasion for this orcceeding is the D.C. Circuit's
remand to tne Commission of State of Minnesota v. NRC, Nos.
/o-idoy anc /d-4UJ4 tiiay ca. ive r / Co con 51Ger one&ner u.d e

is reasonable assurance tna; an off-s1te storage solution ror
nuclear wastes will ce availacie oy tne years 2007-C9, tne
exoiration cates for licenses of certain nuclear pian:s wnere
the Commission has grantec cermits to expanc on-site scen: ruel
capacities and if not, wnerner :nere is reasonacie assurance
that the fuel can ce storec safely at tne sa e ceycnc :ncsa cares.
A continuing reassessmen of tne Ccmm1551cn's views on was :". cisposal
is car: of :ne ccmmitment unica tne Commission nas mace 0 Congress.
Tne final IRG re: ort, wnica was ava11at,ie to :ne fuel cycie ruiemaking
particicants oniy at One close of :ne rutama<1ng anc cniy in crn : rorm,
will be oar: of tne new information wnica ne Cc=nission wili consicer
in its reassessment. The Comrissicn w111 announce a; a later ca e ne
saecific crocecures to :e accatec for :nis croceecing anc its crecise
scoce.

- - 837 079
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whether these uncertainties can or should be reflected j_
,

e,

enplicitly in the fuel cycle rule. The Cc-4ssion has con- [
f:

cluded that the rule should not be so modified. On the !.
F

individual reaccor licensing level, where the proceedin;i;s r. .

deal with fuel cycle issues only peripherally, the Co -4 s- L

P.
-

sien sees.no advantage in having licensing boards repeatedly
I

weigh for themselves the effect of uncertainties en the :
I

selection of fuel cycle inpacts for use in cost-benefit balanc- 2

ing. This is a generic question properly dealt with in this :

rulenaking as part of choosing what impact values should go
!

into the fuel. cycle rule. The Cennission concludes, having i
.

,

noted that uncertainties exist, that for the limited purpose e

f
of the fuel cycle rule it is reasonable to base inpacts on the ;

.
assunption which the Cc--4ssion believes the probabilities i

favor,.i.e., that bedded-salt repository sites ca be found 3
?

-

\.

!

l

L
.

,
c
L) Y
L. .
c, .

L
-

- . , .

g.

m

,
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s
,

which will provide eff'ctive isolation of radioactive waste ke
t.'

from the biosphere.26/ "

, -
}.

-

p
Assuming an initially suitable site is found,.the Board :

.

.

noted that particular concern had been expressed regarding ('
r
>*the possibility that heat released by radioactive decays in g
r

the waste might alter conditions in the salt so as to give f
i

access to water and promote migration of the waste. As the

Board points out in its reco=nendations, however, the average |
}temperature rises in the salt will depend on the density of g

I
waste e= place =ent. Increasing the amount of land co=mitted 1

i

ito the repository reduces this density and may be expected e

4-
1

to he an effective =easure for me~eting concerns about tempera- |
t,

ture effects. Ddring the proceeding the staff prcposed a i
s

modification to Table S-3 raising the acreage co==itted to I,
i

1Waste disocsal. This nodification is included in the table :
.

a
adepted as the final rule. i.

|2c/ Even if, contrary to the evidence in the record and the i
Co==issient s enpectation, bedded-salt repositcries !
should ult' etely be found not adequate, the strong !_
incentive to develop sound waste disposal methods and !~

- the major effort now directed to this goal make it g
likely that a means of effective isolation will be :
found among the =any geologic disposal techniques being

.

considered. The IRG Report (see note 23 above) notes on .

page 3 that " increased levels.of support ... and i
broader range of discipline,s involve'd have led to a :

greatly increased acetrulatien of kncwledge within the !~
[ waste management] progra=. The current rate of growth ;-
of knowledge is very large." |

4

o 7, 7 08) !

v Y
.
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Even allowing for some eventual leakage of water into

the repository, information in the record indicates that

transport of materials out of the repository area would take

tens of t'Eusands 4 years. The only apparent natural

mechanisms cited which might reasonably cause major releases

involved very low probability catastrophic events such as a

large meteor strike on the repository or formation of new

geologic faulting intersecting the area. Releases through

accidential intrusion y man remain possible but in the

Comission's view unlikely since casual intrusions should

be virtually impossible and sites should be selected in areas

offering little incentive for deliberate intrusion in search

of natural resources. Given the staff's assumption that

volatile fission products are totally released before the

repository is sealed, the Cor=tission finds that taking post-

sealing releases as zero dces not significantly reduce the

overall conservatism of the table.

In summary, the Ccmmission concludes, based on the

above considerations and the more detailed analysis given in

the Scard's reccmmendations, that the staff's model for

assessing impacts of waste disposal is reasonable and ade-

quate for the purposes of the fuel cycle rule.

#j
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c. Reprocessing

The reprocessing alternative considered in this pro-

ceeding involved reprocessing of spent fuel for purposes

other than recycle of plutonium.---27/ In considering this alter-

native, the Commission expresses no view on the likelihood

thai. such reprocessing will take place. -28/Under this alter-

native the staff assumed that spent fuel after 160 days cool-

ing at the reactor would be shipped to a model reprocessing

facility, where the uranium, plutonium, and fission products

would be s.eparated by the Purex solvent extraction process

_27/ On December 23, 1977, in response to President Carter's
nuclear non-proliferation policy, the Commission ter-
minated proceedings on pending or future plutonium
recycle-related license applications and halted pro-
ceedings on the Generic Environmental Statement on
Mixed Oxide Fuel (GESMO) to determine under what con-
dition uran.ium and plutonium might be recycled from
spent light water reactor fuel and fabricated into
fresh mixed oxide fuel on a wide scale. In the Matter
of Mixed Oxide Fuel, 6 NRC 861 (1977). See also 7 NRC
711 (1978).

28/
The Commission's instructions to the S-3 Board of January
26,1978 (Cornissioner Gilinsky dissenting) noted that
"Although the 'once-through' fuel cycle is currently the
reference case for United States policymaking purposes,
the possibility of sc=e form of reprocessing for wasta
management purposes is not excluded and therefore the
Commissicn decided that this alternative should be
included as well . The Commission paid particular atten-
tion to the fact that the spent fuel processing surveyed
in this proceeding would treat plutonium solely as a waste
product ant would not make plut:nium available in a form
sui'.able for use as reactor fuel. The Commission
emphasized that its refusal to cut back the scope of ,

the fuel cycle rulemaking is not to be allowed to con-
vert this rulemaking into a GESNO proceeding."

~
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into three liquid fractions. The uranium would be can'terted

to uranium hexafluoride for recycling at an enricncent plant.

The plutonium, still containing about five percent of the

fission products to deter diversion, would be converted to

plutonium oxide and packaged for disposal in a Federal waste

repository. Tha high-lev'el liquid waste (HLul), containing ,
.

the bulk of the fission pecducts, would be stored 7p to five

years in tanks and then calcined and formed into glass for

repository disposal.

No significant question was raised at the hearing re-

garding the staff's' choice of proces3es, but censideraMe

contro.ar or arose concerning the staff's assumptica that the

performance of the model, facility would show a significant

improvement over previcus ccmmercial reprocesiing exper-

ience. The only commercial experience in the United States

with reprocassing spent uranium oxide fuel from light water

reactors was obtained at tne Nuclear Fuel Serwices plant

(NFS) in West Valley, New York. This relatively small

plant, which is no Icnger in operation, had the capacity to

process on the order of one metric ton of spent fuel per day

but in practice achieved a capacity facter of only 0.33 as

compared with an expected 0.3. A high level of radioactive

effluent releases was experienced during the ' IFS operaticq.

The 2taff based its reprocessing impact estimates on per-

formaneci predictions for future facilities rather than on the

' 837 084
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i
4

NFS operation.. The staff's model. repro' cessing facility is &

I
intended to, be' representative of the as-yet-unoperated p-

r-

Allied Gulf ~ Nuclear Service Plant at Barnwell, South Carolina, [. ,

P
built with a capacity of 5. metric . tons / day, and Ezzon ;. ;

n:
'

Nuclear's proposed Nuclear Fuel. Recovery and Recycling .

i'.

Center, designed for an ultimate capacity of 7 metric
, h~

'

tons / day. The staff assuned that the =cdel facility would f
J

operate with a capacity factor of 0.8 and would reprocess ;
29/ |- --

spent fuel from 57 mcdei reactors. The staff assumed -

i

that effluent control measures prcposed for the model ;
:

facility would achieve for several radioactive effluents a I
i

degree of decontEnination greatly exceeding that demon- I
- 30/ !

-

*

strated at NFS. ,5,

i
The Hearing Board found that equipment was presently !

I
available or reasonably likely to be developed that would !

I

enable operation. of-a reprocessing facility on the scale |
t

assumed by the staff. The Board noted that-design improve- |
6

ments intended to. overccme operational. difficulties ex- !
'

I

perienced at NFS have been. incorporated in Barnwell and that !.
i~
i
.

29/ '

As of March 1979 there were' seventy light water power +---

reactors licensed..to operate in the United States.
!
;

E These include. ruthenium-10 6, . strontium-90, cesium-137,
plutonium and othe" transuranic nuclides. The stagf ;

.

assumed deconts-' nation factors on the order of 10 .
2Decontanination factors of about 10 were measured at I

NFS for ruthenium, strontium, and cesium. See Recc=- !
mendations at 22. !

te. $su oss |
1
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l, ,
,

I
in any case no problems identified in the record appeared _ j

5

too. difficult for solution.by sound engineering and addi- |
- p.

tional experience. The Board found that the capacity factor F
L.
t

of 0.8 assumed by. the staff was probably too optimistic but t

b
that a factor of 0.7 was likely to be achieved. Even with

{
this lower capacity factor, the Board found that because the -

I
staff had probably overestimated the snount of spent fuel i

discharged annually per reactor the staff's model facility

would still be able-to reprocess spent fuel from 57 reactors,

as assumed. In any event, the Board observed, radioactive

releases and natural gas consumption, which are the major i

reprocessing. tnpact contributions to Table S-3, are pri- +

.

marily dependent on the a=ount of spent fuel processed per :
,

reference reactor- year and are not much affected by re- i
e

!
processing plant size er capacity factor. 3

e
t

With re5ard to. radioactive effluents frem reprocessing g

plants, the Board found. that the i= pact values "are reason- f
i

able and in most instances are overestimates of the impacts ;
!

that would actually occur. " Recccmendations at 17 The I

Soard noted that the staff assumed spent fuel would be re- f
t

processed after 160 days decay, while in all likelihood any [
- .

spent fuel actually reprocessed in the foreseeable fucure [
>.-

_

will probably.have been stored five years or more following
-

i
this period iodine-131 (8-day [removal fro: the reac'a~ 7-

- i
half-life) will have decayed away, ruthenium-106 (363-day I

|
half-life) will be reduced by a factor of.about 30, and |

DL L
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i*

4
. .

tritium and krypton-85 will be reduced by a factor of 1 3 or_ i
S*
~'

more. P
L
r

The Board observed that the control measures which the f
t
c

staff relied on to achieve decontenination factors greatly ;
~,

superior to NFS experience "have not been operated in the { ,,
:

combinations proposed,. and some have been tested only in the 7
!

laboratory." Recommendations at 20. Nevertheless the Board I
.I

found these tests sufficiently convincing to support the
_

-istaff's conclusion that the assuned decontanination factors j
i

can be achieved .and probably surpassed. The low deconta=ina- 1

Ition f actors at.NFS were, in the Board's view, largely
5
.

caused by faulty design and perhaps faulty operation. The !-

Im
&

Board concluded that the staff had probably overestimated ;

ithe amounts of ruthenium,,non-volatile fission products and ;
I

transuranic nuclides likely to be released during normal !
31/ |-~

operation..of a model reprocessins facility. j
>

31/ \
With regard to volatile radionuclides, as noted pre . !
vicusly (see note 20), the staff assumed all tritiu=, i
krypton-85, and carbon-14 in spent fuel would be re- L
leased, either in reprocessing or during the operatine
phase of a waste disposal repository. The Board found
the. release values for krypton-85 and tritium to be :

overestimates and the carbon-14 emission value of 24 '

curies to be " reasonable. " The Board found that the
,

staff had.also overesti=ated. iodine-129 releases fren -

.

reprocessing, .but this estimate is ~of no consequence
since the iodine-129 value in Table S-3 is based on -

total . releases from spent fuel during waste repository W
operation. !.

,

5df1
18

s
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In its comments to the' Commission, the Sierra Club

stressed its view that reprocessing impacts (including

occupational exposures) should be based on the .';FS his-

torical experience rather than on "ideali;:ed hypothetical

facilities," or alternatively that the table should be

amended to include two sets of reprocessing estimates, one

based on historical experience and the other on rodel

facilities. The Sierra Club also called attention to the

omission of technetium-99 releases from Table S-3 and argued
32/
-

that these releases would be significant,

The Commission does not accept the view that historical

experience should be the definitive measure for reprocessing

impacts. The Commission finds that the staff and the Board

were reasonable in recommending that reprocessing impact -

estimates take account of expected technological improvements,

especially where "most if not all of those improvements are

not simply " hypothetical" but are already designed, constructed,

and installed in an existing facility (Sarnwell). As the

-32/ Technetium-99 is a relatively volatile radionuclide
with a half-life of 213,000 years. The Hearing Board
found that the assumption that all iodine-129 is re-
leased "tends to compensate" for the neglect of tech-
netium. The Board concluded also that technetium re-
leases could probably be contained at least as well as
ruthenium releases, which in the Board's view the staff

had overestimated. The Board recommended that tech-
netium release impacts be considered explicitly as part
of the general update.

?00R BR'BlWL
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comments pointed out, Barnwell has. not operated, and there

is always uncertainty whether untested facilities will work

as well as planned. But even if one agrees with the observation

made in several of the ccmments that in nuclear technology things

almost never work as well as planned, it would seem that

reasonable allowance for this factor is included within

the staff's many conservatisms and overestimates of releases

noted by the Hearing Board.

Furthermore, the Commission does not believe that

including in the table a separate set of impact estimates

based on NFS experience would illuminate the uncertainty

issue. NFS impacts are not likely to be a meaningful measure,
,

even as a limiting case. It is clear from the general dis-
.

satisfaction with the NFS facility that further commercial

reprocessing ventures will not be altemoted unless their croconents

have sound reason to expect much better performance, including

reduced occupational exposure.3y

M Thus the NFS facility is not representative of " exist-
ing technology" in the sense of an ongoing activity
which will continue at a present level of impact until
technical breakthroughs occur. Tha court of appeals'
comment, 547 F.2d 638, note 13, noted by the Sierra
Club, that it might be desirable to have alternative
impact estimates, one " based only on existing tech-
nology" and another which takes account of anticipated
developments, does not in the Commission's view apply
to the reprocessing situation as it now exists. The
court of appeals also stated that it had "no occasien
in this case to decide whether a court could ever
require such a procedure." Id.

837 089
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Accordingly, the Comisssion concludes, as in the
.

matter of waste disposal uncertainties, that uncertainties

in reprocessing impacts should be resolved within this

rulemaking by adopting tabulated impacts based on model

facilities using technology most likely to be employed.

Except for technetium-99 releases, the Commission has there-

fore found that the modified Table S-3 provides an adequate

treatment of reprocessing impacts. It appears frcm the

record that technetium releases frem the fuel cycle will

occur but are not included in the table. The Commission be-

lieves that Table 5-3 should be supplemented during the

general update by inclusion of an appropriate value for

technetium releases. Pending this supplementation, both th

magnitude and the environmental significance of technetium

releases from back end fuel cycle activities may be con-

sidered in individual reactor licensing proceedings which

have not been noticed for hearing on environmental matters

prior to the effective date of this final rule. In view of

the Hearing Board's conclusion that the conservative assump-

tion of complete release of iodine-129 tends to compensate

for the emission of technetium from Table S-3, the Ccm-

mission finds it unnecessary to reopen closed proceedings or_

to disturb censideration of envircnmental issues in cresently

cending croceedings to crovide for consideration cf technetium-99

releases.
837 090
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_ i.

I
2. The Explanatory Narrative

{
U..
s]As the comments indicate, this rulemaking grew well i.
t
L-

beyond a narrow inquiry into the evidentiary basis support- !
F
8j.1ing the numbers tabulated in the interim rule. The broader -

b.a.

perspective taken by the participants and the Hearing Board

-!'

has helped clarify many aspects of fuel cyc2e environmental _ *

impacts not covered by Table S-3 which need to be addressed,

at least conceptually, in a comprehensive fuel cycle rule. s

. l
Until such a rule is developed important generic fuel cycle 3

V
..

issues must continue to be litigated in individua1' reactor
_

*

licensing proceedings. These insues include - but are not,

necessarily limited to - environmental dose commitments and

health effects fr.cn fuel cycle releases, fuel cycle socio- W
economic impacts, and possible cumulative impacts. Pending

Cd3 ifurther treatment by rulemaking, the NRC staff is di-ected % i

-

to address these matters in.the environmental analysis j
Ig& jaccompanying a proposal to issue a limited work authoriza-

tion, construction permit, or operating license for a power ~
,_

. .

reactor. i
i
'

The Commission has accepted the Hearing Board's recem-
,

n.
L. _.

mendation that an explanatory narrative which' addresses these
.

p
*

f

subjects should be prepared and adopted as part of the fuel h-
. p

cycle rule. Although such a narrative is not legally re- e

!quired, provided an adequate descriptien of fuel cyc'a 4 pacts i

t

837 00
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is given in individual proceedings, the same reasons which

favor treatment of fuel cycle impacts by generic rulemaking

also favor evaluating the significance of those impacts by

rulemaking, rather than by repeated adjudication. The Com-

mission agrees, howeve , that adoption of a narrative by

rulemaking will require. adequate notice and opportunity for

public comment and therefore cannot be done without a further

proceeding. Since the narrative must address important

basic issues in arriving at a methoc for evaluating the

significance of fuel cycle impacts,38 the Commission has

determined that such a proceeding should begin promptly.

The Comission has dire:ted the staff to prepare by October 1,

1979, a draft narrative for the Commission's review prior to

issuance for public comment.

E Among these issues is the question of the time period
over which dose comitments from long-lived radioactive
effluents should be evaluated. The court of appeals
observed with regard to waste disposal that

[T]he toxic life of the waste under dis-
cussion far exceeds the life of the plant being
licensed. The environmental effects to be con-
sidered are those flowing from reprocessing and
passive storage for the full detoxification
period.

547 F.2d 639, note 12. The analysis recuired by NEPA is, of
course, subject to a rule of reason. See Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRCC 435 U.S. 519, 551 (1978); NPCC
v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 837 (D.C. Cir.1972) . How cose commitment
evaluations over extended ceriods of time might be performed
and what their significance might be are subjects which the
Commission expects an explanatory narrative would address.

g37 092
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Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,

the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, the

fiational Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and

sections 552 and 553 of Title 5 of the United States Code,

the following amendment to 10 CFR Part 51 is published as a

document subject to codification, to be effective on

July 30, 1979.

10 CFR Part 51 is amended by revising Sections 51.20(e)

and 51.23(c) as follows:

5 51.20 Acolicant's Environmental Recort -- Constructicn

Permit Stage.

* * * * *

(e) The Environmental Report required by paragraph (a)

for light-water-cooled nuclear power reacto s shall take

Table S-3, Table-of Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental Data,

as the basis for evaluating the contribution of the environ-

mental effects of uranium mining and milling, the production

of uranium hexafluoride, isotopic enrichment, fuel fabrica-

tion, reprocessing of irradiated fuel, transportation of

radioactive materials and management of low level wastes and

high level wastes related to uranium fuel cycle activities

to the environmental costs of licensing the nuclear power

reactor. Table S-3 shall be included in the Report and may

837 093
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be supplemented by a discussion of the environmental sig-

nificance of the data set forth in the Table as weighed in

the cost-benefit analysis for the proposed facility. This

paragraph applies to any applicant's environmental report

submitted on July 30, 1979 or thereafter.

! 51.23 Contents of Draft Environmental Statement.

* * * * *

(c) The draft environmental impact statement will

include a preliminary cost-benefit analysis which considers

and balances the environmental and other effects of the

facility and the alternatives available for reducing or

avoiding adverse environmental and other effects, as well as

the environmental, economic, technical and other benefits of

the facility. The contribution of the environmental effects

of the uranium f::al cycle activities specified in 1 51.20(e) r

shall be evaluated on the basis of impact values set forth

in Table S-3, Table of Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental

Data, which shall be set out in the draf t environmental

impact statement. With the exception of raden-222 and

technatium-99 releases, no further discussion of fuel cycle
~

release values and other numerical data that appear explicitly

n
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.

i.
1

t

!**in the Table shall be required.-/ The impact statement L-
El

f{']5
shall take account of dose co- 4tments and health effects
from fuel cycle effluents set for~h in Table S-3 and shall E.j

p.4

in addition take account of economic, socioeconomic, and I
W

possible cumulative i= pacts and su?1. ;ther fuel cycle E~
f.

impacts as may raasonably appear significant. The cost 1-

|
benefit analysis will, to the fullest extent pratricable,

quantify the various-factors considered. To the extent that I

such factors cannot be quantified, they will be discussed in 3

1
qualitative terms. The cost-benefit analysis will indicate L

what other interests and consideration of Federal policy are I
I.

. thought to offset any adverse environmental effects of the

t
proposed action identified pursuant to paragraph (a). Due 7

consideration will be given to conpliance of the facility

construction or operation and alternative construction and

operation with environmental' quality standards and requira- !

ments which have been imposed by Federal, State, regional,
and local agencies having responsibility for environmental -

b-
protection, including applicable coning and land-use regu- !

[
lations~ and water po .iution limitations or requirenents

Y
*s/ e

Values for releases of En-222 .and Tc -99 are not given 4%-r i--

in the Table. The amount and ' significance of En-222 Ti
releases from the fuel. cycle and Tc-99 releases from r-

waste management or. reprocessing activities shall be [''

considered in the draft envircamental impact statement ;
and may be the subject of litigation in individual - ,y i
licensing proceedings.

.
'
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5

!
Lpromulgated or i= posed pursuant to the Federal Water Pollu- g
I-

tion Control Act. The environmental impact of the facility E

I'
will be considered in the cost-benefit analysis with respect i

P

to matters covered by such standards and requirements irre-
.

V-
espective of whether a certification or license from the
L2

- 3

appropriate authority has been obtained, including any 5

|
.

certification obtained pursuant to section 401 of the

Federal Water Pollution Control Act. While satisfaction of |
Commission standards and criteria pertaining to radiological |

effects will be necessary to, meet the licensing requirements
;

of the Atomic Energy Act, the cost-benefit analysis will, )
i.for the purposes of ITEPA, consider the radiological effects f
Iof the facility and alternatives.

. e,

!
!

hk
,,

'1,:

i -
- a

:
r
i

t-
-

u
c.-

T-
.
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TABLE S-3
-

[
-

s
,

l '

Table of Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental Data |
t.

(Normalized to model LWR annual fuel requirement [ WASH-1248] S,.

or reference reactor year [NUREG-Oll6]) {
Id.

h.!
Maximum effect per annual fuel il

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS Total requirement or reference reactor iI
year of model 1,000 MWe LWR. . . . ..

Hatural Resources Use: -

Land (acres):

Temporarily committed 100 '" i.......

Undisturbed area ........ 79 h
Disturbed area .......... 22 Equivalent to a 110 MWe coal-fired

power plant.
Permanently conini tted . . . . . . . . 13

~

Overburden moved (millions
'

3

of MT) ..................... 2.8 Equivalent to 95 MWe coal' fired I
power plant. I

Water (millions of gallons).:

Discharged to air ............ 160 = 2 percent of model 1,000 MWe
LWR with cooling tower. '

.

Discharged to water bodies ... 11,090 !

|Discharged to ground ......... 127

1
Total ................... 11,377 < 4 percent of model l',000 MWs

ILWR with once-through cooling.
Fossil fuel:

Electrical energy
(thousands of MW-hour) ....... 323 < 5 percent of model 1,000 MWe tA

LWR output. [i
Equivalent coal :.
(thousands of MT)............. 118 Equivalent to the consump"on of a [

45 MWe coal-fired power plant. i~
r:.w

Matural gas (millions of scf) ..... 135 < O Apercent of model 1,000 MWe-
.
,.

,- energy output. p
._

t
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Table S-3 (Continued) i:
_ ,l

-

itaximum effect per annual fuel i
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS Total requirement or reference reactor i

year of model 1,000 MWe LWR p.... .... ..,, . .. ..

rr:
EFFLUENTS - CHE?iICAL (MT): E

Gases (including entrainment):3
- --

g
R'c

S0 4,400 {:x ............................. ~.

4 ' ~-

NO 1,190 ~ ' ' Eq'uiv'alent t'o edissions' from Gx .............................
_..

45 iSe coal-fired plant for - !

Hydrocarbons .................... 14 a year. |
-

CO .............................. 29.6 '

Pa rti cul a tes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,154 1y* i
) @l !~

Other gases:
|

|

F ............................... .67 Principally from UF production,
enrichment,andrkprocessing. )
Concentration within range of' :
state standards - below level

~ that'has effects on human health.
hcl ............................. 01 4

'

.

'
Liquids: .

=
S0, ............................. 9.9 From enrichment, fuel fabrication, I

I[ and reprocessing steps. Com-

NO3 .....................~........ ,25.8 ponents that constitute a !
potential for adverse environ- |

Fluoride ........................ 12.9 mental effect are pt esent in
Ca++ ............................ ' ' 5.4 dilute concentrations and receive

~

additional dilution by receiving |
C1, . 8.5 bodies of water 'a levels balow *

.............................

permissible standards. The con- !
Na ,'............................. 12.1 stituents that require dilution !-

"
NH 10.0 and tha flow of dilution wate-

3 ............................. are: F
Fe .............................. .4 t-

NH - 600 ds, t3
- :

'

NO3 - 20 cfs. F
.

6
-

... .

- Fluoride - 70 cfs. t-

Tailings solutions i-

(thousands of MT) .................. 240 From mills only - no significant |
effluents to environment.

Solids .............................. 91,000 Principally from mills - no sig- ,
nificant effly *s to ag ronment. i.

d l' 01/ |
2 .

I

!
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Table S-3 (Continued) !
'*

*' '

|
}. . .

>
Maximum effect per annual fuel s

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS Total requirement or reference reacter !
. . year of model .1,000 MWe LWR

, {. .. ... .

V:.,

' EFFLUENT 5' ' RADIOLOGICAL (curies): ?.
t

Gases (including entrainment): Ej

Rn-222 .......................... Presently under reconsideration
,

by the Comission. p
Ra-226 .......................... .02 d
Th-230 .......................... .02 F
U ra n i um . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .034 t.

Tri tium (thousands) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.1 !-

C-14............................ 24 8

Kr-85 (thousands) ............... 400 [
Ru-106 .......................... .14 Principally .from fuel reprecessing |
I-129........................... 1.3 plants. I
I-131 ........................... .83 ['.

Tc-99 ........................... Presently under consideration
by the Ceranission

Fission products
1 '

and transuranics .............. 203

L1 quids:
.

Uranium and daughters........... 2.1 Principally from milling - included u

tailings liquor and returned to
ground - no effluents; therefore, e

no effecc on environment.
Ra-226 ......................... .0034 Frcm UF6 produedon.

Th-230 ......................... .0015 .

ITh-234 ......................... .01 Frem fual fabrication plants - con-
. centration 10 percent of 10 CFR I

20 for total processing.25 annual '

fuel requirements for model LWR.
Fission and acti.vation !

products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 9 x 10-6
b

Solids (' buried on site): r-
E-

Other than high Er
l evel (sha ll ow) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,300 9,100 Ci comes frca low level h

reactor wastes and 1,5CO Ci comes E
. . .

- frem reactor decontamination and h
decommissioning - Buried at 1and r*

.

burial facilities. 600 Ci comes
frca mills - includet. in tailings
returned to ground

'

837 099-
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Table S-3 (Continued)

f,
!'

!
Maximum effect per annual fuel -

EN'/IR0tNENTAL CONSIDERATIONS Total requirament or reference reactor |
year of model 1,000 MWe LWR i-

g
,

7

EFFLUEf.TS - RADIOLOGICAL (curies) (cont'd) !.
[

Solids (buried on site) (cont'd): E
e

7 LTRU and HLW (deep) .............. 1.1x10 Buried at Federal Repository, t

Effluents - thermal f'(billions of British thermal t~
units) ........................... 4,063 < S percent of model 1,000 tGe LWR. !

Transportation (person-rem):
'Exposure of workers and. -

-

genera 1 publ ic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5

Occupational exposure !(persen-rem) ..................... 22.6 Frcm reprocessing and waste managemend

I
In some cases where no entry appears it is clear frcm the background documents that

the matter was addressed and that, in effect, the .'able should be read as if a
specific zero entry had been made. However, there are other areas that are not
addressad at all in the Table. Table S-3 does not include health effects frca the !
effluents described in the Table, or estimates of releases of Raden-222 frem the
uranium fuel cycle or estimates of Technetium-99 released frem waste management or
reprocessing activities. These issues may be the subject of litigation in the I
individuai licensing proceedings. "

'

Data supporting this table are given in the "Envircr. mental Survey of the' Uranium
Fuel Cycle," WASd'-1248, April 1974; the " Environmental Survey of the Reprecessing

,

and Waste Managecent Portion of the LWR Fuel Cycle," NUREG-Cll6 (supp.1 to WASH-
1248); the "Discu'ssion of Comments Regarding the Envirormental Survey of the Repro-
cessing and Waste Managecent Portions of the LWR Fuel Cycle," NUREG-0215 (Supp. 2 to !.
WASH-1248).; and in the record of .the final rulemaking pertaining to Uranium Fuel fCycle Impacts from Spent Fuel Reprocessing and Radioactive Waste Managemenc, Cocket LRM-50-3. The contributions frcm reprocessing, waste management and transportation of i
wastes are maximized for either of the two fuel cycles (uranium only and no recycle). -

The centribution frca transportation excludes transportation of c.cid fuel to a
;

reactor and of irradiated fuel and radioactive wastes frem a reactor which are con- :sidered in Table S-4 of 5 51.20(g). The contributions frem the other _ steps of the '

fuel cycle are given in columns A-E of Table S-3A cf WASH-1248.
!_-t

2
The contributions to tampararily coi:mitted land frem reprocessing ar'e not pro--

rated over 30 years, since the complete temporary impact accrues regardless cf
whether the plant services one reactor for one year er 57 reactors for 30 years.

.

3 Estimated effluents based upon ccabustion of equivalent c:ai for power generation.

1.2 percent from natural gas use and process.
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF COSDIISSIOUER GILINSKY
ON FINAL ADOPTION OF THE S-3 RULE

In February the Commission dec;ided to go forward with a

final table of nuclear fuel cycle environmental impacts (S-3 )
without waiting for the narrative explanation which it directed
the NRC staff to prepare to accompany the table. Without

such an explanation of 'the ef fluent release values in terms

of radiological dose commitments and associated new health

ef fects, there is not much a licensing board can do with the

table. The new table is in fact almost identical to the

table in use now. The major effect of adopting a final rule

now without an explanatory narrative is to relieve pressure

for its preparation. To avoid this result I earlier urged ,

the Commission to hold up promulgation of a final rule until
the narrative is available and approved by the Commission.

,

I still believe that to be the correct course. g3EMEg
There is, however, another reason for my disagreement with

the Commission's action in approving the final rule. I

would not adopt at least one of the values in the table --
the zero expected release from a high level waste repository.

'

,

I am concerned that the Commission's expressed confidence in
.

the perfect long term operation of such a waste depository

may be misplaced, especially in view of its being based on a
_

general examination by the Board in this proceeding of the
.

bedded salt repository concept. I am even more concerned about

wha-t this misplaced confidence implies for the Commission's positic

and. programs on the regulation of high-level waste respositories.

837 101
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am aware that the Cc= mission's finding for the purposes ofI

the environmental review is a weaker one legally than would

be required for a safety approval. Nevertheless this step

takes the Commission a good way beyond the more general

statement made in June, 1977, in which I joined, that the

Com=ission had " reasonable confidence that the wastes can
andwillindue'coursebedisposedofsafely.'Q/ The new

table puts the Com=issioners, who are expected to review

with a critical eye any application for a waste repository,

on record as ' believing in the likelihood of its absolutely

perfect operation.

'No such repository has yet operated. The prospective constructors

of such a repository have not yet designed the repository or

even chosen a geologic medium. It seems odd for the regulators

to express more confidence on this score than the repository

designers and builders themselves have expressed.
.

The Commission got itself into this position because of the

perceived need to protect reactor licensing decisions against

certain legal challenges -- to remedy a procedural deficiency

1/ Denial of URDC Petition for Rule-Making, 42 FR 34391
(July 5, 1977).

n7
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found by the Court of Appeals in a decision subse antly

overturned by the Supreme Court. 2/

.

'

At issue is each reactor's share of effluent releases from

the operation of the overall nuclear fuel cycle. But the

table values do not depend on the characteristics of the

specific power plant that is the subject of a licensing

proceeding -- they do not distinguish among reactors. As a

consequence, it is virtually inconceivable that the table

would affect the outcome of any such a licensing proceeding

before one of our boards. A finding that the reactor's

share of the fuel cycle effluents outweighs the benefits of

the plant in terms of the electric power it delivers is
,

.

tantamount to a conclusion that no reactor should be licensed.

3_/ As a practical matter, such a finding, reaching the very

core of NRC decision making could -- and should - only come

from the Commission itself. If there is doubt about the

outcome of this question the Cornission should address it

directly. By not addressing it and by dealing instead with

the fuel cycle environmental impacts in reactor licensing

proceedings by handing the licensing boards a table of

effluent releases the Commission is in effect saying that

PGDR ORIGINAL
2/ Aeschliman v NRC, 547F2d622 (1976), reversed sub nom.
~

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation v National
Resources Defense Council, 435 U.S. 519(1978).

-3/ The notion that the fuel cycle effluents add to one
side of the "NEPA balance" and thus might tip it in
some cases and not in others is naive. -

- 837 103
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That may in
impacts should not affect the outcome.these

if it is the Commissionfact be the right conclusion, but
should state it clearly and not hide behind a table of

numbers.

I would add two brief comments. I previously argued that
-

there was no need tu include in this analysis an option for

reprocessing, especially the contrived reprocessing mode

which was considered in this hearing.

The inclusion of this option has indeed complicated and

lengthened the proceeding. ){ r .

'

~
s"

I have come to agree with Commissioner Bradford thatAlso,
.

the Commission should not have delegated to the S-3 Hearing

Board the discretion to make final determinations on whether
or not to allow cross-examination on issues arising in the

course of the proceeding. As Commissioner Bradford notes the

Commission's attempt to save time by committing decisions on

whether to allow cross-examination to the sole discretion of
the Board has resulted in a situation (for example concerning

the effect of technetium) which will likely prove more time-

consuming and less satisfactory than a Commission .

decision to permit crcss-examination would have dsne.

8#7 1047
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May 11, 1979 , . . . . , '-- -

c

1
-

SEPARATE VIEUS OF C0'".!55:07;ER BRADFCnD Gi: 5-3 |
'
-

I i
!
s

I am concurring in the latest version of the S-3 table with the ;;

i-
understanding tha t it is to be extensively supple..:ented. The best that [

t

can be said for today's decision is that it improves semewhat on tha {
present interim version. It is a document with fcur weaknesses that [

r

will have to be improved through the promised narrative and update Fc
proceeding. The weaknesses are the zero release repository judgement,

e

the reprocessing scenario, and the procedural underpinning, and the ;

r
4

absence of a clear statement of the health effects and time commitments [

involved.
I .

I can concur in the "zero release" number only because it is better !
2 *

founded than the equivalent figure in the present interim version, and C
'i.

--

because, as the Commission states, this assumption does not appear to

affect the S-3 table's overall conservatism. Monetheless, there are |Z i

uncertainties here, and the Board's summary of the record has not done .

1/ D '

them justice.'" The forthcoming narrative will, in my view, need to

address this subject. -,

,

Furthermore, I think that the Commission goes too far in terming

its assumption that a " bedded salt repository or its equivalent will be

found" to be a " judgement." I think that little more can be said by a f
fprudent regulatory agency at this time in the face of this record and
r

the general uncertainty than that the direction of current federal !

[programs make a bedded salt repository a responsibi.: working assumption
3

C

-1/ See for example, Transcript, p. 729. The Commission improves upo.,
the Board's understatement in its Footnote 24, p. 39. However, tha
IRG Report itself at that point contains a dissenting view froe- ,

combers who felt that insuf ficien t attentico was given to "significe:t
|gaps and uncertainties in our current technical undarstanding." i

t
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' {
for ME?A purposes. That is really all that I think the staf f testinony g

21 &
supports. p:

F

t* ore seriously, I continue to disassociate myself frca the optimistic i,
L'
*

assessment of the waste management program that is cited in 42 Fed. P,eg. f:
b,

34391. To term the denial of a requested rulemaking an expression of a y
4

Commission view on the safety of a waste repository proceeding is pro- '

cedural farce of a low order, and it should not be done here. In July

1977, the Commission reached sweeping conclusions on the sufficiency of a

what then passed for a waste management program without benefit even of

a notice and cccment proceeding, never mind a formal review. As the

basis for that 1977 expression of confidence has been called into *

.

question, the Commission's expression of confidence has, if anything,

increased. I am tempted to conclude that the Cer:aission's new confidence i

is ficwing from the fact that today's studies are perceptive encugh to

doubt the basis upon which its 1977 confidence was based. Perhaps nene

of this is illegal, especially folicuing vermont Yankee, but that doesn't

make it wise.

As to reprocessing, I have concluded that Commissioner Gilinsky was

in many respects correct in his dissenting views from cur January 25, r_
I

1978 order on the scope of this rulemaking. Nevertheless, the record r|
h

has now been built on what may be an unlikely case, and it seems to me [
g.

the Commission's decision so circumscribes it that the worst harms E

P
foreseen by Commissioner Gilinsky cannot result frca any respcasible C
reading of the current Statement of C,nsiderations.

2j Transcrip t, p. 534, 575.
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By u:e.narandum of January 25, l'7C, to the Fue! 'y-le Rule."aking L.
b.

Hearing Coard, the Ocamission cecer&d that the Scard entertain requests !
.

for cross-examinatio.7 of particular .i nesses where a shewing could be i i

T1
made with particularity that this procedure was necessary for an adequate []

i
1

record. While the Comnission left the decisfor.5 on cross-examination to Lj
L-
Pthe sole discretion of the Hearing Board, it expected that the Hearing
|

Board would apply the procedures "in a sensitive cnd careful fashion" so ,

a
t

as to assure the ventilation and consideration of waste management
i

issues called for in NROC v,. NRC, 547 F.2d 633 (D.C. Cir.1975). I

dissented from the extraordinary discretion delegated to the Boaid and

the restrictive criteria for cross-examination. ;
I

Regrettably, the Board was neither sensitive nor careful in its |
-

Idecision to deny all cross-examination. Rather than assuring tha venti- g

-- J f
lation and consideration of waste management and disposal issues, the ==g; |

"E! I
jBoard stifled full exploration of crucial and difficult subjects even ---~.

Cl3
when the Staff, to its credit, did not object. [33"" ,

CCO3 i
The denial of cross-examination on t'.o particular issues serves to *

I,c:r::
illustrate the consequences. The Sierra Club sought to cross-examine C:":)

'

.IC: 3
several witnesses on the release of technetium frem the waste management g;3,, -

r

and disposal fuel cycle facilities. The Board denied the request in
:

general terms, stating that the matters were not involved in this pro- |

ceeding or not in serious dispute. Moreover, the Board said its revia '.
indicated that each subject was " fully ventilated" through other procedures. :_-

l
The. Commission's finding on 5.3, however, reject these conclusicns o,f !

I
t
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the Board. The Commission found that technetium releases 3.L !
l-,

Iincluded in Table S-3. However, because there wm not sufficient
V

evidence in the record to derive a rele:se figure, the Commission (
H

cedered that the issue be litigable in individual proceadings. Thus the -

>-
5--

Commission, contrary to the Board, viewed the release of technetium y
5.

both as being in sufficiently serious dispute and so inadequately

ventilated as to require further litigation.

By avoiding a full record on technetium, the Board has sho.m the

futility of the Commission's procedural shortcut. As I noted in my i

Ja nuary 25, 1978 dissent, the delays caused by withholding cross-examination
,

'

can far exceed the " delays" inherent in cross-examination. The issue of
I

technetium release now may be litigated in every individual licensing '
'

J

proceeding. Instead of being cross-examined once, staff witnesses are

potentially subject t'a cross-examination in many proceedings, with

licensing boards, the Appeal Board, and possibly the Commission reviewing i

the record of each case.

The Board's refusal to allow ~ cross-examination regarding bedded

salt is particularly unfortunate since it came immediately after the COE

Task Force on Nuclear Maste Managemenc, as noted by the petitirner for p
Scross-examination, stated it was " aware of scientific issues concerning .

1

the adequacy of salt as suitable geologic medium for emplacement of [
[concentrated waste exhibiting high surface temperatures." (Reportof --

$'
Task Force for Review of fiuclear Maste t'anagement, U.S. DOE at 9 (February i]
1978)).
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1

The- ?.p.CC de..:enstrated a naad te r ss-exa. t u the staU u to th- I
t-m

validity of its "zero release" conclusion in ligh of cortrary indi, cations j}.: . -

in scme of the very dccuments on which the staff .sas celyi.ig for it- [.]
t

-
.

position. Through the extraordinary dubious procedural device of its -:
:-

" irrevocable delegation," the Commission has treated a subordinate board j,

b-like a distant and separate part of the government and has thereby cost
I

itself any chance to correct the weakness of the record on this point.

Ironically, one of the issues NRCC wished te cross-examine on was |
Ithe staff's lack of analysis of media other than salt. Yet, even without
g

this inquiry, the Commission now makes a " judgement" that an " equivalent" f

to a bedded salt repository will be found. The support for this statement
;

Iis not the testimony presented before the Board, but some statements -

from the IRG Report,
,

1
In refusing to permit cross-examination on waste disposal, the g

.
'Board has kept perfect the record of the Commission's obsessive need not

to know about the uncertainties regarding its waste disposal assumptions, e

While continuing to express " confidence" that the wastes can and will be

disposed of safely and while judging that a bedded salt repository or

its equivalent will be found which will have a zero release af ter it is

sealed, the Ccmmission has yet to allow a proceeding to take place where I
t
'witnesses supporting these views could be cross-examined.
t

III I
i

since NEPA is intended to assure that decisionmakers nave a maximum ;

of information on the environmental i pacts of their decisicas, pro-
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1

(
.

cedures that restrict that information seem to re to be un30and policy [--
V

even if they are legally tolerable. The restrictions olaced on cross- r

. . . . . !-

examination are one such limi atior.. Another, which -he Ccemission has
, ff

P'
coa:mitted itself to remedying, is the confining of health impact calcu- r

_

g".~
1ations to artificially short time perieds and the failure to stata -

adverse health impacts in terms of cancer deaths and genetic mut1tions.

It is good to have this problem recognized in the Statement of Considerations, i

t

but I will not personally feel that the S-3 Table is much of an aid to

decisionmaking until the table itself is our best ef#srt to reflect the i

reality of what we do.

.

.

%h !

.
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